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Abstract—5G wireless systems will extend mobile communica-
tion services beyond mobile telephony, mobile broadband, and
massive machine-type communication into new application do-
mains, namely the so-called vertical domains including the smart
factory, smart vehicles, smart grid, smart city, etc. Supporting
these vertical domains comes with demanding requirements:
high-availability, high-reliability, low-latency, and in some cases,
high-accuracy positioning. In this survey, we first identify the
potential key performance requirements of 5G communication
in support of automation in the vertical domains and highlight
the 5G enabling technologies conceived for meeting these require-
ments. We then discuss the key challenges faced both by industry
and academia which have to be addressed in order to support
automation in the vertical domains. We also provide a survey
of the related research dedicated to automation in the vertical
domains. Finally, our vision of 6G wireless systems is discussed
briefly.
Index Terms—5G Wireless Technology, Vertical Automation,
Smart Factory, Smart Vehicle, Smart Grid, Smart City.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fifth-generation (5G) wireless systems have incorpo-
rated radical recent technological advancements for signifi-
cantly enhancing the wireless capacity and adaptability. In
addition to supporting mobile broadband services, they will
also allow to connect a massive number of different devices
having diverse quality of service (QoS) requirements.
Apparently, there is no single standardization body to satisfy
all aspects of the 5G wireless standard. Different stakeholders
including industry, academia and governments have invested
tremendous efforts into developing the 5G standards. Among
these standardization bodies, the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) is probably the most well-known organization
in defining and standardizing the 5G technology. 3GPP is the
international standards body that covers mobile communica-
tions network technologies. The 5G radio and system archi-
tecture studies (5G Study Release 14) in 3GPP commenced in
December 2015.
While the first phase of 5G (5G Phase I), which corresponds
to 3GPP Release 15, is meant to provide operators with a
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Fig. 1: Automation in the vertical domains relying on 5G
communication.
minimum set of features that enable 5G capabilities targeting
the enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) as well as ultra-
reliable low-latency communications (uRLLC), and also the
massive machine-type communication (mMTC) use cases.
Since Release 15 has been completed by Q4 2018, the detailed
design of the commercial 5G wireless system in Phase I has
also been done by then. The second phase (5G Phase II)
targets features that will allow the 3GPP 5G Radio to comply
with stringent IMT-2020 requirements. This second phase will
be developed in Release 16 and is expected to be ready by
December 2019in time for IMT-2020 submission [1].
Several mobile network operators (MNOs) have announced
plans to deploy 5G. In the United States, AT&T has launched
the 5G mobile network in several U.S. states. Verizon is
proceeding with its Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) deployment
using 5G equipment provided by Ericsson, Nokia, and Sam-
sung has launched new services. Meanwhile, in South Korea,
KT Corporation (KT) and SK Telecom (SKT) have stated their
intention to deploy 5G during 2019; both companies have
recently launched the new network in March 2019 [2].
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Fig. 2: Vertical domains and some application areas categorized by 3GPP Release 16 [3].
In like with the standardization, the 5G chipset race is
becoming interesting. Qualcomm was the first to announce
its X50 5G modem in October 2017. Intel followed with
the announcement of its XMM8060 5G modem in November
2017. Meanwhile, Samsung is reportedly working on Exynos
9820, which includes a 5G modem [2].
In the 5G era, the high-rate, low-latency, high-reliability
services enable multiple vertical domains to operate both
smarter and more efficiently [3]. Many industrial areas were
previously managed manually, but at the time of writing it is
possible to perform a partial or complete automation, leading
for example to smart vehicles, smart factories, smart buildings,
etc.
This survey focuses on how the 5th generation wireless
network can support automation in multiple vertical domains.
In general, 5G facilitates low-latency, high-reliability and high
service availability. Communication conceived for automation
in vertical domains has to support, for instance, industrial
automation, energy automation, and transportation automation
(Fig. 1).
One of the main differences between 5G and the previous
generations of cellular networks lies in 5Gs strong focus on
machine-type communication and on the Internet of Things
(IoT). The capabilities of 5G thus extend far beyond mobile
broadband eMBB having ever-increasing data rates. In par-
ticular, 5G supports new services such as the radically new
uRLLC, and also mMTC, especially massive IoT connectivity.
These key 5G performance features offer numerous new use
cases and applications in many different vertical domains
including smart factory, smart vehicle, smart grid, smart city,
and more as shown in Fig. 2.
These automation aided vertical domains are being consid-
ered in Release 16 Study on Communication for Automa-
tion in Vertical Domains (CAV), 3GPP TR 22.804 V16.2.0
[3]. There are numerous activities addressing these vertical
domains worldwide. For example, in the industrial manufac-
turing domain, the 5G Alliance for Connected Industries and
Automation (5G-ACIA) [4] is a group made up of industrial
companies, technology vendors and operators that are working
on aligning the requirements of different sectors and then to
communicating their priorities to 5G technology developers.
The integration of 5G technologies in the manufacturing pro-
cess has substantial potential to accelerate the transformation
of the manufacturing industry and to make smart factories
more efficient and productive. Moreover, in the autonomous
vehicle domain, in June 2017, the 5GCAR project [5] brought
together a strong consortium from the automotive industry
and the mobile communications industry including Ericsson,
Bosch, Huawei, Nokia, Orange, Viscoda, Volvo Cars, which
aims to develop innovation at the intersection of those indus-
trial sectors in order to support a fast, and successful path
towards safer and more efficient future driving. Meanwhile,
in the smart city domain, commencing at the same time as
the 5GCAR project, the 5GCity project [6] is a research
and innovation project forming part of the Horizon 2020
program that will design, develop, deploy and demonstrate
in practical operational conditions, a distributed cloud and
radio 5G-platform having a versatile hosting capability for
municipalities and infrastructure owners. Both the 5GCAR and
5GCity projects are funded by the European Commission from
the European Unions Horizon 2020 research and innovation
program. The consortium responsible for researching, develop-
ing and standardizing a direct communication technology for
automated driving termed as the C2C-CC (Car-2-Car Commu-
nication Consortium) was established in Europe in 2015 [7].
Fifteen vehicle manufacturers, over thirty suppliers and more
than forty research institutions have been working together
over the past few years and have developed all the required
building blocks to enable vehicles to exchange information
with each other. On the other hand, in December 2018 in South
Korea, in a state-sponsored project conceived for speeding up
the establishment of smart factories, SK Telecom (SKT) joined
faces with 18 other companies and organizations including
Samsung Electronics, Microsoft Korea, Ericsson-LG, Siemens
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Fig. 3: Survey roadmap.
Korea to launch an alliance known as The 5G Smart Factory
Alliance (5G-SFA) aiming for creating a compatible and
universal solution for smart factories by unifying segmented
technologies and standards.
Connectivity is a crucial requirement for the fourth In-
dustrial Revolution, termed as Industry 4.0, which requires
powerful and pervasive interactivity between machines, people
and objects. 5G technologies which provide seamless and
ubiquitous connectivity with massive bandwidth, low-latency,
and high-reliability, will support the network characteristics
essential for manufacturing and critical applications. These
requirements are satisfied by fixed-line/wired networks in
operational manufacturing processes. However, the innovative
features of 5G technology not only fulfills these requirements
despite using wireless infrastructure, but also allows for higher
flexibility, lower operational cost and shorter deployment time
for factory floor production reconfiguration, layout changes,
and other radical alterations.
Many cities around the world are realizing their own specific
vision of advancing the smart cities concept by accelerating
the integration of 5G technologies into their infrastructures.
The innovative 5G technologies, which offer faster connections
relying on their tremendous capacity, extreme reliability, and
massive connectivity, will enable cities to better integrate their
infrastructure, devices and their citizens. Moreover, compared
to the operational 4G standard, 5G will play an important role
in enabling additional smart city capabilities including various
high-bandwidth and low-latency applications. For example,
5G will support the large-scale communications of connected
vehicles and the traffic signal infrastructure to optimize traffic
flow, as well as the deployment of a massive number of sensors
for real time monitoring of the city infrastructure such as,
water pipes, highways and buildings.
To elaborate a little further, 5G will revolutionize the trans-
portation system supporting both the individual vehicles and
their transportation infrastructure. Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications will allow
vehicles to run more efficiently while improving road safety
and fuel-economy, hence promoting environmental friendli-
ness. New services and business models can be supported
by embedding sensors into roads, railways, and airfields to
communicate with smart vehicles.
Energy is the life-blood of smart factories, smart cities
and smart vehicles. The smart grid represents a state-of-the-
art paradigm shift for the energy sector, which combines the
traditional grid with the added benefit of communication and
information control technologies for enhancing its efficiency,
cleanliness, security, and privacy. Since renewable resources,
such as solar- and wind-power are intermittent, the smart
grid will require integrated monitoring and control, as well as
integration with substation automation in order to control het-
erogeneous energy flows and plan for ’just-sufficient’ standby
4TABLE I: List of the acronyms.
Acronyms Meaning Acronyms Meaning
3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project LPWAN Low Power Wide Area networks
5G-ACIA 5G Alliance for Connected Industries and Automation LTE Long Term Evolution
5G-CAV 5G Communications for Automation in Vertical Domains M2M Machine to Machine
5GCAR 5G Communication Automotive Research and innovation MAC Multiple access protocols
5G PPP 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership MCS Modulation and Coding Scheme
5GAA 5G Automotive Association MEC Multi-access Edge Computing
AI Artificial Intelligence MIMO Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output
AR Augmented Reality ML Machine Learning
BS Base Station mMTC Massive Machine-Type Communication
CNN Convolutional Neural Network NOMA Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access
CoMP Coordinated Multi-Point NFV Network Functions Virtualization
C-V2X Cellular Vehicle to Everything NR New Radio
D2D Device to Device OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
DRL Deep Reinforcement Learning RAN Radio Access Network
eMBB Enhanced Mobile Broadband RAT Radio Access Technology
FAA Factory Automation Application SDN Software Defined Network
HD High Definition UDN Ultra-dense Network
I-IoT Industrial Internet of Things uRLLC Ultra-reliable low-latency communications
ITS Intelligent Transport System V2V VR Virtual Reality
IWN Industrial Wireless Network V2G Vehicle to Grid
KPI Key Performance Indicator V2V Vehicle to Vehicle
LoRa Long Range VLC Visible Light Communication
capacity to supplement intermittent generation. The integration
of 5G into the smart grid will enable innovative solutions to
facilitate the production, transmission, distribution, and ’just-
in-time’ exploitation of various energy types.
There are several valuable survey papers that cover different
aspects of diverse vertical domains as shown in Table II.
For example, the survey by Wang et al. [8] covers the main
communication enabling technologies in autonomous vehicles.
In [9] Islam et al. investigate the reliability and security chal-
lenges of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and survey their
practicality in factory automation. In [10], Fang et al. survey
the enabling techniques including wireless communication,
other than 5G for the smart grid. Gharaibeh et al. [11] identify
techniques suitable for data security and privacy enhance-
ment and discuss the networking and computing techniques
supporting smart cities. Djahel et al. [12] review up-to-date
techniques used in the different phases involved in the traffic
management systems of smart cities. Smart vehicles and social
media are also considered potential facilitators of efficient
traffic congestion detection and mitigation solutions. Eckhoff
et al. [13] investigate the privacy aspects of the smart city,
including the application areas, enabling techniques, privacy
types, attackers and the sources of attacks, constructing a
specific information infrastructure for a smart city. Sookhak
et al. [14] present a comprehensive survey of the security
and privacy issues of smart cities, highlighting the security
requirements of designing a secure smart city, identifying the
existing security as well as privacy solutions, and presenting
the open research issues as well as challenges of security and
privacy in smart cities.
This survey is intrinsically different from the aforemen-
tioned surveys, given its communication point of view in
multiple vertical domains and 5G services. Our objective is
to provide a comprehensive survey of the enabling techniques
which foster automation in multiple vertical domains and
5G communication services. We also discuss the potential
challenges in incorporating 5G communication into multiple
vertical domains. Specifically, the contributions of this survey
can be delineated as follows:
1) We illustrate the key 5G performance requirements for
representative use cases selected from various applica-
tion domains including the smart factory, smart vehicle,
smart grids and smart city. Specifically, we categorize
the requirements of representative use cases according to
the three types of 5G services, namely eMBB, uRLLC,
and mMTC.
2) We provide an in-depth review of the enabling tech-
niques supporting 5G communication services in order
to support automation in multiple vertical domains.
3) We discuss objective targeted and the potential chal-
lenges, when incorporating 5G communication into in-
dividual vertical domains.
4) We summarize the state-of-the-art 5G techniques that
enable automation in multiple vertical domains.
5) We briefly review the visions of the sixth generation
(6G) wireless system which is expected to circumvent
the limitations of the ongoing 5G deployment.
The rest of the survey is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss three types of 5G services and the key performance
5TABLE II: Comparison of related works on vertical domains surveys.
Wang et al.
[8]-2018
Islam et al.
[9]-2012
Fang et al.
[10]-2012
Gharaibeh et al.
[11]-2017
Djahel et al.
[12]-2015
Eckhoff et al.
[13]-2018
Sookhak et al.
[14]-2018
Smart vehicles YES YES
Smart factories YES
Smart grids YES
Smart cities YES YES YES YES
Security & privacy YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Communications YES YES YES YES
5G technologies YES
requirements of each type of service for automation in the
vertical domains. In Section III, we portray the enabling
techniques for each type of 5G services and the corresponding
vertical domains. In Sections IVVII we discuss how 5G
communication can support the smart factory, smart vehicle,
smart grid, and smart city concepts, respectively. In these
sections, we also discuss the challenges in realizing automation
in individual vertical domains. In Section VIII, we provide
a brief overview of the concepts of other vertical domains
such as smart farming and of smart living in term of smart
healthcare. Furthermore, we briefly review the 6G visions of
automation domains in Section IX. Finally, we conclude this
study in Section X. A list of the acronyms used in the survey
is presented in Table I. For convenience, Figure 3 provides a
detailed structure of the survey.
II. 5G REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AUTOMATION OF
VERTICAL DOMAINS
Again, according to the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) [15], 5G mobile network services are classified
into three categories, namely eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC,
to meet the requirements of automation in multiple vertical
domains. These three types of services support many aspects
of different use cases in different vertical domains. eMBB
aims for fulfilling the ever-increasing mobile traffic demand
imposed by bandwidth-hungry services, such as high definition
(HD) videos, virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR).
Meanwhile, the time-sensitive networking and mission-critical
services such as assisted and automated driving, robot-motion
control, and remote management, are satisfied by the uRLLC
mode. Furthermore, mMTC is aimed at supporting dense
connections of various device types (e.g, mobile devices, IoT
devices and sensors) in crowded areas, such as smart cities
and smart farming. Fig. 4 depicts the arrangement of vertical
domains according the above three 5G service types.
Specifically, eMBB provides extremely high data rates
(several Gbps) and expands network coverage, well beyond
that of 4G. By contrast, mMTC is designed to provide deep
indoor penetration and wide-area coverage for ubiquitous
connectivity of million of low-cost and battery-limited IoT
devices per square kilometer. Finally, URLLC can facilitate
mission-critical applications having stringent requirements in
terms of end-to-end (E2E) latency (e.g., 1 millisecond latency),
reliability and availability. This includes, for example, high-
eMBB
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Fig. 4: Vertical domains and arrangement in 5G service types.
performance connectivity for applications in industrial automa-
tion and control.
Table III summarizes the key system parameters along with
the relevant use cases, which were approved by the ITU in
November 2017 for International Mobile Telecommunications-
2020 (IMT-2020) systems [16]. Motivated readers are referred
to [16] for their detailed definitions. The following subsections
will provide an overview of uRLLC, eMBB, and mMTC
service types, which are fundamental for bringing pervasive
automation of the vertical domain to fruition.
A. Latency & Reliability for Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency
Communication
The uRLLC mode is a principal service type that supports
mission-critical applications, such as autonomous vehicles,
industrial automation and augmented reality (AR) [15], [17]–
[45].
For the uRLLC type, the first release of 5G (3GPP Release
15) already specified a latency requirement of 1 ms with a
reliability of 99.999% for transmission over the 5G radio inter-
face. This permits reliable transmission of small data packets
(with a size of only a few bytes) over the air within a specified
time limit, as required for closed-loop control applications,
for example. Low-latency communication is facilitated by the
introduction of short transmission slots, allowing faster uplink
and downlink transmissions. By reducing the transmission
6TABLE III: 5G performance requirement of IMT 2020 [16].
5G Performance Index Value
Peak data rate [Gbps] 20 Gbps (DL), 10 Gbps (UL)
Peak spectral efficiency [bps/Hz] 30 bps/Hz (DL), 15 bps/Hz (UL)
User experienced data rate [Mbps] 100 Mbps (DL), 50 Mbps (UL)
Indoor hot spot 0.3 bps/Hz (DL), 0.21 bps/Hz (UL) for eMBB
Dense urban 0.225 bps/Hz (DL), 0.15 bps/Hz (UL) for eMBB5th percentile user spectral efficiency
Rural 0.12 bps/Hz (DL), 0.045 bps/Hz (UL) for eMBB
Indoor hot spot 9.0 bps/Hz (DL), 6.75 bps/Hz (UL) for eMBB
Dense urban 7.8 bps/Hz (DL), 5.4 bps/Hz (UL) for eMBBAverage spectral efficiency [bps/Hz]
Rural 3.3 bps/Hz (DL), 2.1 bps/Hz (UL) for eMBB
Area traffic capacity [Mbps/m2] 10 Mbps/m2 for indoor hotspot - eMBB
User plane 4 ms for eMBB, 1ms for uRLLC
Latency [ms]
Control plane TBD for eMBB and uRLLC
Connection density [Device/Km2] 106 for mMTC
Energy efficiency TBD for eMBB
Reliability 1 − 10−5 for uRLLC
Stationary 0 Km/h for indoor hotspot - eMBB
Pedestrian 3 Km/h for Dense urban - eMBB
Vehicular 120 Km/h for Rural - eMBB
Mobility [Km/h]
High-speed vehicular ∼500 Km/h for Rural - eMBB, High-speed train
Mobility interruption time [ms] 0 ms
Bandwidth [MHz] 100 MHz ∼ 1 GHz
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Fig. 5: Latency components in 5G physical layer [32].
duration and interval by flexible adjustments, both the time
over the air and the delay introduced by the transmitter while
waiting for the next transmission opportunity are reduced [4].
The latency requirement to be satisfied by the 5G physical
layer for fulfilling the uRLLC is described in the 3GPP
technical report [46]. Specifically, the total communication
latency can be decomposed into multiple components [32] as
shown in Fig. 5. In [24] and [32] Ji et al. have studied the
physical-layer design of uRLLC in 5G. The authors commence
by describing the key requirements of the uRLLC service
type. Several physical-layer issues and enabling techniques,
including multiplexing schemes, the packet and frame struc-
ture, and reliability improvement techniques are discussed as
well. The associated numerologies1 and frame structure of NR
are also studied in [48] where the subframe length of New
Radio (NR) is 1 ms composed of 14 OFDM symbols using
15 kHz subcarrier spacing and the cyclic prefix (CP).
Higher reliability can be accomplished for instance by using
robust modulation and coding schemes (MCS) and diversity
techniques. Powerful channel coding schemes, such as Turbo
codes or low density parity check (LDPC) codes are used for
the data channels in 3GPP Release 15, while tail-biting convo-
lutional or Reed-Mller codes or Polar codes are employed for
the control channels. Further improvements are expected to be
introduced for satisfying the requirements of smart factories.
Diversity gains can be provided by spatial-, frequency- or time-
domain diversity. Multi-connectivity relaying on multiple radio
access technology (RAT) can be arranged via multi-carrier
techniques or multiple transmission points, where the device
is connected to the radio network via multiple frequency
carriers. Recently, applying these features for improving the
transmission reliability has attracted more attention both from
academia and industry [4]. In [49] and [50], the authors
describe in more detail the latency requirements of URLLC-
based applications.
B. Data Rate for eMBB
The eMBB service type supports bandwidth-hungry appli-
cations such as HD video streaming, VR, and AR [15], [17]–
1In 3GPP-TR38.802 [47], a numerology is defined by sub-carrier spacing
and cyclic prefix overhead. Multiple subcarrier spacings can be derived by
scaling a basic subcarrier spacing by an integer N . The numerology used can
be selected independently of the frequency band although it is assumed not
to use a very low subcarrier spacing at very high carrier frequencies.
7[20], [23], [24], [26], [32], [51]. According to [16], the 5G
eMBB service type is capable of achieving peak rates of 20
Gbps and 10 Gbps in the downlink and uplink, respectively.
Such high data rates are mainly facilitated by having wide
system bandwidth (up to 400 MHz) as well as massive MIMO
and 3D MIMO schemes using a large number of antenna
elements [52], and high modulation orders, such as 256 QAM
or even higher in future 3GPP releases. 5G is expected to
operate over diverse carrier frequencies spanning from 1 to
86 GHz, and in both the licensed and unlicensed spectrum.
At high carrier frequencies above 6 GHz, large chunks of the
spectrum are still available, but they suffer from severe signal
attenuation [24], [32], [53]–[58].
5G wireless networks must be able to satisfy the following
three key attributes for realizing eMBB service type use cases:
• High network throughput both in dense indoor and out-
door areas, such as office buildings, conference centers,
downtown areas, and in stadiums.
• Ubiquitous connectivity to provide a seamless user expe-
rience.
• Extensive mobility to support various vehicular velocities
of cars, buses, trains, and planes.
The eMBB service type use cases impose heterogeneous
requirements. For instance, a hotspot area, e.g., a sporting
or music event with massively connected devices, will de-
mand high network capacity at low mobility requirement.
Conversely, passengers in a high-speed train will require a high
degree of mobility but have to tolerate lower traffic capacity.
Table III illustrates detailed specifications of various eMBB
service types.
C. Low Hardware Complexity, Long Battery Life, High Cov-
erage and Device Density for mMTC
The mMTC service type aims for supporting a massive
number of connections from machine-type devices, e.g. IoT
devices. Several mMTC-based services designed for the smart
city and smart agriculture rely on sensing and monitoring,
while accurate metering is essential for the smart grid [15],
[17]–[19], [21], [23], [59]–[78].
In mMTC applications, 5G will provide connection densities
far exceeding the requirement of 1,000,000 devices per km2
[16], 20 dB coverage improvements (resulting in a coupling
loss of 164 dB), and battery lifetimes exceeding 10 years (see
Chapter 3 in [79]). The support of a large device population
per square km is achieved by efficient signaling. The coverage
extension (20 dB better than 4G) is predominately attributable
to the use of repetition of the transmitted information and
owing to the reduction of active frequency bandwidth [4].
The devices having a low hardware complexity and low
manufacturing cost of less than a few dollars, such as IoT
devices and sensors, tend to have a limited transmission
bandwidth to 1 MHz or less, and a few hundreds of kbps
as well as a limited output power (20 dBm). In addition,
half-duplex transmission is used to avoid duplex filters. The
long battery lifetime (5 - 10 years) is achieved by allowing
extended discontinuous reception (eDRX) for supporting a
sleep mode for a device. Finally, having a limited number
of MCS and a limited number of transmit modes is capable of
reducing the complexity [4]. These requirements are essential
for the mMTC service type. Table IV summarizes some of the
most important requirements of different Communication for
Automation in Vertical (CAV) use cases. Detailed explanations
of these requirements can be found in [3], [4], [49], [80]–[87].
III. ENABLING TECHNIQUES FOR 5G COMMUNICATION IN
AUTOMATION-AIDED VERTICAL DOMAINS
A. Enabling Techniques for URLLC-based Domains
1) Multi-connectivity, Multi-RAT: Arising from the Coordi-
nated Multi-Point (CoMP) transmission techniques of 4G LTE
[88], multi-connectivity is the ultimate solution for reducing
the transmission delay and increasing the transmission relia-
bility [32]. A mobile user chooses a RAT among 4G LTE, 5G
NR, WiFi and other IEEE 802.x standards providing a reduced
transmission latency. Furthermore, each user can also associate
itself with two or more RATs at the same time to create
backup communication links, thus, improving the transmission
reliability. In 3GPP Release 16 [89], dual-connectivity is an
important concept under investigation that is likely to improve
the transmission reliability. D2D communications [90] is an-
other potential latency-reduction approach in the 5G standards.
Numerous solutions related to multi-RAT/multi-
connectivity/dual-connectivity for 5G URLLC can be
found in [27], [43], [91]–[96]. In [27], the authors improve
the successful connectivity probability of 5G NR by
proposing an admission control mechanism and by adjusting
the proportion of multi-connectivity-mode users. Their aim
is to improve the network’s reliability subject to a maximum
tolerable latency compared to that of a single-connectivity
scenario. In [91], the authors derive the capacity upper
bound of dual-connectivity communications relying on
mmWave communications. Similarly, the authors of [92]
study the performance evaluation methodology of dynamic
multi-connectivity in mmWave ultra-dense networks (UDNs).
They combine powerful methods from queuing theory,
stochastic geometry, as well as system-level simulations
to study the performance of the network. A thorough
comparison of alternative multi-connectivity strategies is
conducted. The authors of [93] propose an SDN-based 5G
architecture supporting the uRLLC service type, where a
prototype hardware implementation is used for investigating
the practical effects of supporting mission-critical data in
a softwarized 5G core network. Furthermore, the extensive
investigations in [94] show that the multi-connectivity
technique outperforms the CoMP philosophy in 5G UDN
and in low-user density scenarios in terms of the average
throughput. Moreover, the authors of [95] and [96] investigate
the impact of multi-connectivity on the 5G URLLC service
type.
2) 5G V2X Communications: Vehicle-to-everything (V2X)
communication refers to information transmission to/from a
vehicle to any entity in a vehicular communication system
that incorporates several specific types of communication, such
as V2I (vehicle-to-infrastructure), V2N (vehicle-to-network),
V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle), V2P (vehicle-to-pedestrian), V2D
8TABLE IV: The summary of 5G requirements for CAV use cases [3], [4], [49], [80]–[87].
Use case
Latency
(ms)
Reliability
Availability
(%)
Device
density
Traffic
density
User
throughput
Mobility
(km/h)
Sm
ar
t
Fa
ct
or
y
[3
],
[4
]
Manufacturing cell [3] 5 10−9 > 99.9999 0.33-3/m2 N/S2 N/S <30
Machine tools [3] 0.5 10−9 > 99.9999 0.33-3/m2 N/S N/S <30
Printing machines [3] 2 10−9 > 99.9999 0.33-3/m2 N/S N/S <30
Packaging machines [3] 1 10−9 > 99.9999 0.33-3/m2 N/S N/S <30
Cooperative
motion control [4]
1 10−9 > 99.9999 0.33-3/m2 N/S N/S <30
Video-operated
remote control [4]
10-100 10−9 > 99.9999 0.33-3/m2 N/S N/S <30
Assembly robots
or milling machines [4]
4-8 10−9 > 99.9999 0.33-3/m2 N/S N/S <30
Mobile cranes [4] 12 10−9 > 99.9999 0.33-3/m2 N/S N/S <30
Process automation
- Monitoring [81]
50 10−3 99.9 10000/plant 10 Gbps/km2 1 Mbps <5
Process automation
- Remote control [81]
50 10−5 99.999 1000/km2 100 Gbps/km2 <100 Mbps <5
Sm
ar
t
G
ri
ds Electricity distribution
- Medium Voltage [81]
25 10−3 99.9 1000/km2 10 Gbps/km2 10 Mbps 0
Electricity distribution
- High Voltage [81]
5 10−6 99.9999 1000/km2 100 Gbps/km2 10 Mbps 0
Sm
ar
t
Ve
hi
cl
e
[8
1] Autonomous driving [84] 5 10−5 99.999 500-3000/km2 N/S 0.1-29 Mbps urban < 100,
highway< 500
Collision warning [87] 10 10−3 − 10−5 99.999 500-3000/km2 N/S 0.1-29 Mbps urban < 100,
highway< 500
High-speed train [81] 10 N/S N/S 1000/train 12.5-25
Gbps/train
25-50 Mbps <500
IT
S
[4
9]
Road safety urban [49] 10-100 10−3 − 10−5 99.999 3000/km2 10 Gbps/km2 10 Mbps <100
Road safety highway [49] 10-100 10−3 − 10−5 99.999 500/km2 10 Gbps/km2 10 Mbps <500
Urban intersection [49] <100 10−5 99.999 3000/km2 10 Gbps/km2 10 Mbps <50
Traffic efficiency [49] <100 10−3 99.9 3000/km2 10 Gbps/km2 10 Mbps <500
Traffic jam [85] 8 N/S 95.0 N/S 480 Gbps/km2 20-100 Mbps N/S
Sm
ar
t
C
ity
[8
5] Large outdoor event [85] N/S 10
−2 99.0 4/m2 900 Gbps/km2 30 Mbps N/S
Shopping mall [85] N/S 10−2 99.0 N/S N/S 60-300 Mbps N/S
Stadium [85] N/S 10−2 99.0 4/m2 0.1-10
Mbps/m2
0.3-20 Mbps N/S
Dense urban [85] N/S N/S N/S 200000/km2 700 Gbps/km2 60-300 Mbps N/S
Media on demand [85] 200-
5000
TBC 95.0 4000/km2 60 Gbps/km2 15 Mbps N/S
(vehicle-to-device) and V2G (vehicle-to-grid) communica-
tions.
The motivation of applying 5G V2X to multiple vertical
domains, especially in the automotive and smart city domain
is to reduce latency to improve reliability [32], based on
a promising business model [97], and to enable safe trans-
portation [98], [99]. In [97], 5G-PPP provides a study of 5G
V2X deployment including both the business models, and the
stakeholders, describing how to calculate the costs and profits
in such a system. The overall conclusion of this study is
that a promising business case can be expected if Connected
and Automated Driving (CAD) services will be provided over
the network infrastructure and the user penetration rate grows
slowly over time. A compelling benefit of the V2X commu-
nications technology is to support safe transportation, which
is foreseen to be soon available in some countries. By sharing
data, such as vehicular position and speed to surrounding
vehicles and infrastructures through V2X communications,
connected vehicles can enhance their awareness of potential
accidents and significantly improve collision avoidance.
D2D communication together with multi-RAT is considered
to be an attractive technique of reducing the latency and
improving reliability [32]. V2X communication is an ultimate
evolution of D2D communication in 5G networks, which
9requires low-latency and high-reliability for automation [100]–
[102]. 3GPP Release 14 stated the specification of LTE-
based V2X communications (Cellular-V2X) [103]. Further-
more, V2X communications are studied in 5G networks in
3GPP Release 15 [104], [105] and in the context of 5G NR
in 3GPP Release 16 [106], [107].
Furthermore, the latency and reliability requirements of
different types of V2X communications are discussed in 3GPP
Release 14 [87], [103], [108]. The requirements of latency-
critical use cases in V2X can be found in Table IV.
B. Enabling Techniques for eMBB-based Application Do-
mains
The 4G LTE system primarily utilizes the sub-3 GHz range
for expanding the network coverage, but it suffers from its
limited bandwidth. To address this issue, 5G NR has been
designed for natively supporting all spectrum types (licensed,
unlicensed, shared) and spectrum bands (low, mid, high). Early
5G deployments in 2019 targeted only the licensed spectrum
following the 3GPP Release 15 specifications. However, fu-
ture deployments based on 3GPP Release 16 and beyond
are expected to also support unlicensed/shared spectrum and
attractive new services beyond eMBB.
From the radio access point of view, there are three
fundamental problems that have to be addressed in order
to satisfy the increasing data demand: 1) How to densify
networks? 2) How to deliver increased spectral efficiency? and
3) How to gain access to wider spectrum? [109]. To answer
these questions, several techniques have been proposed and
integrated into 5G NR such as small cells for UDN scenarios
[59], [110]–[115], massive MIMO schemes for increasing the
spectral and energy efficiency [24], [32], [58], [116]–[118], as
well ass mmWave [24], [32], [53]–[58] and full-duplex based
communications [119]–[124].
However, one of the most plausible techniques is to exploit
more wide spectrum bands that have not been previously uti-
lized for mobile applications [109]. In the early 5G deployment
phase, MNOs will continue to expand the coverage with the
aid of LTE developments in the sub-3-GHz band, as well
as involving new 5G NR deployments in selected markets,
such as the 600 MHz and 700 MHz bands in the U.S. and
Europe, respectively [109]. By benefiting from the multi-RAT
technology, devices can gain access to a wider coverage and
to a Gigabit data rates by simultaneously connecting to both
LTE lower bands and to higher 5G NR bands. In order to
provide multi-Gigabit connectivity for devices, 5G NR will
exploit higher spectral bands in two typical ways as shown in
Figs. 6:
• Massive MIMO for mid-band spectrum in the 3 to 5 GHz
range. Massive MIMO and 3D MIMO schemes constitute
key enabling techniques in 5G NR [52] for achieving
increased spectral efficiency and network coverage, es-
pecially at higher frequency bands (from 32 up to 256
antennas at both 3.5 and 6 GHz frequencies in a 200
MHz bandwidth [52]).
This performance gain is predominantly attributable to
powerful beamforming techniques in which the transmit
5G sub-6 GHz 5G mmWave
6 GHz 24 GHz 100 GHz1 GHz
Low bands Mid bands High bands
eMBB, mMTC eMBB, uRLLC extreme bandwidths
Fig. 6: 5G NR will natively support all spectrum types and
bands [109].
power is assigned to narrow beams pointing to each
individual downlink user, thus imposing reduced interfer-
ence and attaining spatial multiplexing for multiple users
within a sector. For instance, massive MIMO beamform-
ing relying on 64 transmit antennas can deliver up to
5-fold cell capacity gain in comparison to traditional 2-
antenna BSs [109].
• mmWave mode relying on advanced antenna design and
sophisticated RF processing techniques is expected to
deliver extremely high data rates of up to 20 Gbps
[109] when relying on a contiguous bandwidth of up
to 800 MHz. Given these extreme data rates, 5G NR
mmWave enhances the user experience for use cases such
as HD video (4k and 8k), immersive VR, interactive
AR, industrial/enterprise video surveillance, and of other
compelling applications.
C. Enabling Techniques for mMTC-based Application Do-
mains
1) Enabling techniques in the physical, MAC, and network
layers for mMTC: For mMTC-based applications, the most
important aspect is to support the substantial number of
devices connected in a specific service area with a high
connection availability. To this end, several techniques have
been studied in the literature.
Sparse Code Multiple Access (SCMA) which is a non-
orthogonal multiple access scheme in the code domain that is
capable of supporting massive connectivity [71]–[73], [125]–
[127]. Compressive sensing based multi-user detection (CS-
MUD) techniques are proposed in [74]–[78], [128] for re-
ducing the control signaling overhead and for reducing the
complexity of data processing per device. The CS-MUD
techniques improve user detection reliability, thus reliably
handling massive scale access.
Multiple access protocols (MAC protocols) designed for the
mMTC service type are investigated in several works [62]–
[65], [67], [68], [129]–[133]. Due to the massive connectivity
supported by the mMTC service type, MAC protocols are de-
vised for improving the random access capability [62] and for
authentication-overhead reduction [63]. A MAC protocol was
designed for new NOMA waveform and for D2D-based com-
munication in mMTC scenarios in [64] and [131], respectively.
To further reduce the communication overhead, hint-based
[67], group-paging-based [68], and connectionless-signaling-
based communications [129], [130] constitute promising solu-
tions for random access, when supporting the mMTC service
type. Moreover, the authors of [132] analyze recent family
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TABLE V: Industry standards for mMTC [24], [32], [61].
3-GPP standards
for mMTC
Bandwidth Throughput Coverage Battery life Mobility Deployment Security
Cat-M1 1.4 MHz 0.8/1 Mbps Full-duplex 160 dB (+15 dB) 10+ years. Connected & idle mode SW Yes
NB-IoT 200 kHz 227/250 kbps DL 164 dB (+20 dB) 10+ years. Idle mode SW Yes
EC-GSM-IoT 600 kHz 473/473 kbps 164 dB (+20 dB) 10+ years. Idle mode SW Yes
of MAC protocols conceived for massive random access in
LTE/LTE-A networks in terms of the access delay, access
success rate, power efficiency, QoS guarantees, and the impact
on human-type communication. The unslotted ALOHA ran-
dom access protocol considering spreading factor allocation
in LoRa (Long Range) systems is analyzed in [133]. Other
contributions on physical radio frame design and mmWave
based architectures supporting massive IoT 5G networks are
proposed in [134] and [135], respectively.
Another aspect to be considered in supporting mMTC-based
devices is the waveform design [136]–[138]. A robust wave-
form synchronization technique [136] and the fundamental
modulation waveform designed for an OFDMA-based and
cognitive code division multiple access (cognitive-CDMA)
[137] network system are also studied. The in-phase and
quadrature imbalance (IQI) of NB-IoT systems relying on
OFDM-IM (index modulation) are mitigated in [138].
Radio resource management is also of crucial importance in
mMTC services in the face of a massive number of connected
devices, limited radio resources and low transmission power.
Several impressive contributions have improved the resource
efficiency of mMTC services [139]–[141]. An interference-
aware radio resource allocation strategy was proposed for NB-
IoT systems to maximize the throughput by considering the
control channel overhead, time offset and repetition factor
[139]. To improve the total throughput of connected devices,
a data aggregation scheme was proposed relying on the
cooperation of a fixed data aggregator and multiple mobile
data aggregators in support of various mMTC devices stringent
QoS requirements. Energy-efficient resource allocation was
conceived in [141] for massive MIMO decode-and-forward
relay-based IoT networks.
2) Industry Standards for mMTC: Several industry stan-
dards have been defined for mMTC services by different
international organizations and which have been also widely
deployed. Specifically, they can be categorized as follows:
• Non-3GPP standards: LoRA, Sigfox, Ingenu, Weightless,
WI-SUN, 802.11ah, 802.15.4 [24], [32], [61].
• 3-GPP standards (protocol stacks): Cat-M1, NB-IoT, EC-
GSM-IoT [24], [32], [61]. The specifications of these
standards are summarized in Table V.
• IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force): Constrained
Application protocol, HTTP/2, QUIC transport protocol,
IPv6 over LPWAN working group defining encapsulation
and header compression mechanisms [69], [142], [143],
[144].
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Fig. 7: 5G NR Frame structure [48].
D. New Waveforms, Numerologies and Frame Structure for
5G Radio Access
One of the key goals of the 5G RAT is to support diverse use
cases, which may be characterized by utilizing a combination
of requirements of the three general services: eMBB, mMTC
and uRLLC. Addition, all the new 5G air interface should
be designed in a manner that can accommodate diverse use
cases having heterogeneous requirements and the large vari-
ety of deployment scenarios, including V2X communication.
Therefore, supporting pervasive heterogeneity requires a high
degree of flexibility, which rules out the traditional approach
of any one-size-fits-all solutions. Key enablers for a flexible
5G air interface are new waveforms, scalable numerologies,
and a versatile frame structure [23].
1) New Waveforms for 5G NR: Even though orthogonal-
subcarrier based waveforms have been widely used in 4G/TD-
LTE/LTE-Advanced systems, they impose high out-of-band
emission (OOBE) [145], [146]. There have been considerable
arguments on whether new waveform candidates can be ap-
plied for 5G NR as an alternative to conventional orthogo-
nal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [23], [43], [47],
[48], [145]–[150]. Several new 5G waveform candidates such
as filtered OFDM (F-OFDM), universal filtered OFDM (UF-
OFDM), filter bank multicarrier (FBMC), universal filtered
multicarrier (UFMC), and generalized frequency division mul-
tiplexing (GFDM) are discussed in [145], [146] and in the
references therein. Among them, filter-based waveforms were
strong candidates for 5G networks, since they can support
asynchronous transmissions by reducing the OOBE relying
on innovative filter designs [146], which leads to increased
bandwidth efficiency, relaxed synchronization requirements,
and reduced inter-user interference [48]. The pros and cons of
several new waveforms conceived for the 5G NR air interface
are discussed and summarized in Section VI of [23].
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TABLE VI: Numerologies for 5G NR [109].
Numerologies
Low bands
<1 GHz
Mid bands
1-6 GHz
High bands
>24 GHz
Maximum bandwidth
(MHz)
50 100 400
Subcarrier spacing (kHz) 15/30 15/30/60 60/120
Scheduling interval (ms) 0.5/0.25 0.5/0.25/0.125 0.125
2) Numerologies, and Frame Structure for 5G NR: Adop-
tion of different numerologies in the frame structure is consid-
ered as a key requirement for the new 5G waveform [23], [43],
[48], [158]–[160]. Similar to LTE, 5G NR is based on OFDM
transmission with the possibility of discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) precoding for higher power amplifier efficiency in the
uplink direction [48]. A fixed OFDM numerology cannot fulfill
the stringent requirements of a large variety of deployment
scenarios, ranging from large cells operating in the sub-1
GHz frequency band to mmWave transmission having very
wide spectrum allocations. Thus the physical layer numerology
should be delicately designed by carefully considering the
hardware impairments, high propagation losses, and multipath
propagation in the high frequency band (i.e., mmWave) [160].
Therefore, 5G NR requires flexible and scalable numerology
with subcarrier spacings ranging from 15 kHz up to 240 kHz
with a proportional change in cyclic prefix (CP) duration [48].
A summary of the numerologies for 5G can be found in [23]
and [160].
The frame structure of 5G NR is discussed in detail in [48],
[158]–[160] in which the subframe length of 1 ms is composed
of 14 OFDM symbols using 15 kHz subcarrier spacing and
normal CP. The design of the 5G NR new frame structure
allows uRLLC transmission over a fraction of a slot, which is
referred to as mini-slot transmission. Such transmissions can
also preempt an ongoing slot-based transmission to another
device, allowing for prompt transmission of data requiring
very low latency [158], [159]. Each mini-slot is also able
to carry control signals/channels at the beginning and/or end
OFDM symbol(s). A mini-slot is the shortest unit of resource
allocation/scheduling [48]. The new 5G NR frame structure is
shown in Fig. 7.
The summary of the uRLLC, eMBB, and mMTC enabling
techniques is given in Table VII.
E. AI for 5G
1) Machine Learning Categories for 5G Communications:
A pair of popular machine learning (ML) techniques may be
involved for enhancing the performance of a 5G network: deep
neural networks (DNN) [184] and deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) [185]. Specifically, some particular types of DNN that
can be employed to design and optimize various funtionalities
and algorithms of the 5G wireless system are feed-forward,
convolutional and recurrent neural networks. In [184], the
authors provide a tutorial on DNNs and their application in
the 5G network. Moreover, the DRL technique involved for
5G networking is reviewed in [185]. Table VIII gives an
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Fig. 8: Local and global learning and decision making in large
distributed networks [187]
overview of the compelling applications of DRL techniques
in communications.
AI techniques can be integrated into 5G networks for
enhancing their adaptability to variations of the surrounding
environment by learning the network parameters. For instance,
abnormalities in network traffic, user demand, resource uti-
lization, and other possible threats can be sensed in real time
by using AI techniques [186], thus making 5G similar to a
backbone communication network which my be involved for
diverse automation-based vertical domains such as smart man-
ufacturing, autonomous vehicles, intelligent transport systems,
and the smart city concept [187].
Fig. 8 depicts a distributed 5G architecture in which AI is
embedded into multiple network layers. In such an intelligent
architecture, data is distributively processed across multiple-
layers for different purposes. For example, time-series and
contextual data are first locally processed by learning algo-
rithms/mechanisms at each network node where it was origi-
nally created to construct models of the local behavior. Then
the processed data will be centrally consolidated by a decision
maker at a higher network layer for learning beneficial global
knowledge [187].
Various applications of machine learning techniques are
introduced in [188] and involved for cross-layer network
design such as modulation and coding schemes for the physical
layer, access control and resource allocation for the MAC
and network layers. Moreover, machine learning can also be
utilized for enhancing other network aspects, such as security,
privacy, and resource as well ass network management. In
the following subsections, we briefly review the state-of-the-
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TABLE VII: The summary of the enabling technologies for URLLC, eMBB, and mMTC.
5G service
types
Enabling techniques References
Ultra-dense small-cell (UDN) [31], [110]–[112], [151]
Full-dimension 3D and massive MIMO [24], [32], [52], [58], [116]–[118]
Millimeter-wave communication [24], [32], [53]–[58]
New waveforms [23], [24], [32], [43], [47], [48], [145], [147]–[150]
Full-duplex based communications [119]–[124]
NOMA waveform (5G NR) [58], [69], [122], [152]–[156]
eMBB
Un-licensed specrtum [109], [157]
Numerologies, frame structure, and packet structure [24], [32], [35], [36], [48], [134], [158]–[161]
Grant-Free transmission [37]–[41]
Latency-sensitive scheduling schemes: instant scheduling, reservation-based
scheduling
[20], [162]
Multi-connectivity (Multi-RAT)- Stemmed from the CoMP transmission
technology, among different RAT: 4G LTE, 5G NR, WiFi, cell-free can be
considered as a type of multi-connectivity
[27], [32], [89], [91]–[96]
uRLLC
V2X communications [8], [87], [100]–[108], [163]–[183]
Sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [71]–[73], [125], [126]
Compressive sensing-based multi-user detection (CS-MUD) [71], [74]–[78]
Non-3GPP standards: LoRA, Sigfox, Ingenu, Weightless, WI-SUN, 802.11ah,
802.15.4
[24], [32], [61]
3-GPP standards (protocol stacks): Cat-M1, NB-IoT, EC-GSM [24], [32], [61]
Scheduling algorithms for 5G NR [31], [67]
IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force): Constrained Application protocol,
QUIC transport protocol, IPv6 over LPWAN working group defining
encapsulation and header compression mechanisms
[69], [142]–[144]
Multiple access protocols (MACs): message-efficient oriented protocol,
integrated authentication protocol, clustering & routing, massive V2X
regime, Grouping-page (GP) based techniques
[62]–[66], [68], [132], [168]
mMTC
MAC for NOMA waveform [136]–[138]
TABLE VIII: A taxonomy of the applications of deep rein-
forcement learning for communication and networking [57].
Network access
& Rate control
Caching &
Offloading
Security &
Connectivity
preservation
Miscellaneous
issues
- Network
access
- Adaptive
rate control
- Proactive
caching
- Data
offloading
- Network
security
- Connectivity
preservation
- Traffic
routing
- Resource
scheduling
- Data
collection
art in AI and machine learning techniques suitable for 5G
architectural design, mainly focusing on the physical layer and
resource allocation.
2) ML for the 5G Physical Layer: The PHY layer of a
wireless system has to deal with physical stochastic factors
such as white noise (i.e., AWGN channel) and interference.
These uncertainties in a wireless channel substantially af-
fect the KPIs of a wireless communications system such as
spectrum efficiency and transmission reliability. Traditionally,
deterministic techniques involved for designing different PHY
layer components, such as channel coding and signal detection,
result in low adaptability to network dynamics.
The aforementioned challenging problem can be overcome
by applying ML techniques. In [189] and [190], O’Shea
et al. propose to interpret a communication system as an
autoencoder carrying out a high-accuracy end-to-end signal
reconstruction task with the help of a convolutional neural
network (CNN) and unsupervised machine learning involved
for modulation classification based on raw IQ samples. ML-
based signal compression [191] and channel encoding [192],
[193] problems were also investigated by this research group.
The generative adversarial network (GAN) concept [194] has
also been applied for synthesizing new modulation as well
as coding schemes and for accurately learning the channel
statistics in [195] and [196], respectively. Meanwhile, the
CNN tool has also been adopted for modulation recognition
by improving synchronization and equalization [197], [198].
Moreover, both signal identification and classification can be
performed by semi-supervised and deep learning techniques
[199], [200]. DRL has also been used for wireless radio
control and signal detection [201]. A communications system
composed of software-defined radio and deep learning based
frame synchronization was implemented and described in
[202], which achieve a reduction of the block error rate in
comparison to a conventional differential quadrature phase-
shift keying (DQPSK) transceiver.
ML-based techniques have also been involved for MIMO
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wireless systems [24], [203]–[205]. Specifically, an unsuper-
vised deep learning based autoencoder was used for modeling
the impairments inflicted by a MIMO Rayleigh fading channel
[203], [204] and by interference [206].
Signal detection and CSI estimation may also be carried out
by ML techniques in physical layer design [207]–[209]. Neural
network based regression approximation can be readily relied
upon for accurately estimating the CSI [207]. Meanwhile,
CNNs were also used for radio signal detection, localization,
and identification in dispersive wide-band scenarios [208],
[209].
Finally, applying ML techniques to tackle resource alloca-
tion problems in wireless networks has also attracted substan-
tial attention [210]. Problems such as capacity maximization
in different channel conditions and dynamic spectrum access
can be efficiently solved by appropriate ML techniques em-
bedded into a cognitive radio engine. Based on the knowledge
gained from the learning process, the cognitive radio engine
can efficiently address these problems. The authors of [211]
offered a comprehensive review for various learning problems
in the context of cognitive radio networks, and emphasized the
potentials of ML techniques in terms of improving the level
of cognition in wireless systems.
IV. SMART FACTORIES
A. Overview
The ”Fourth Industrial Revolution” or simply ”Industry 4.0”
is the inevitable trend of the manufacturing industry thanks to
the innovations of 5G wireless communications, automation
technologies, and artificial intelligence. This revolution aims
for achieving higher flexibility, versatility, resource efficiency,
cost efficiency, worker supports, and improved quality of
industrial production and logistics [4]. Technically, the key
advantage of 5G wireless networks is that of providing
improved reliability, lower latency, seamless and ubiquitous
connectivity at an extremely high throughput both for human
and machine-type connections. Having efficient wireless com-
munication and localization services are crucial for shifting
from traditional static sequential production systems to flexible
and modular ones. There are several promising application
areas ranging from supply and inventory management, sensory
process monitoring, to robotic control, where the 5G network
can bring about benefits for a smart factory [4].
3GPP has already defined and analyzed several concrete use
cases for the “Factory of the Future” in the technical report TR
22.804 [3] and in the 5G-ACIA white paper [4]. Specifically,
smart factory based use cases in conjunction with with their
specific performance requirements are classified according
to the basic 5G service types eMBB, mMTC, and uRLLC.
For instance, motion control of mobile robots requiring an
extremely high reliability and ultra-low latency connection
is categorized as a uRLLC-based application. Meanwhile,
AR and VR applications demand high data rates, thus being
considered as eMBB-based applications [4].
The 5G system architecture of a smart factory scenario
is exemplified in Fig. 9. It illustrates that 5G is capable
of supporting communications both within the factory and
TABLE IX: Key 5G use cases for the high-tech manufacturing
industry. Source: Ericsson survey [98].
Priority of 5G-based industrial applications Percentage
(%)
Video surveillance/streaming of manufacturing assets and
processes
78
Machine-to-machine sensors 72
Remote site safety/security 68
Tracking and remote monitoring of manufacturing assets 67
Real-time remote control of robotics 56
Leverage remote experts via video for complex repairs
in the field
50
with other factories. In a typical smart factory, a 5G network
provides wireless connectivity between sensors, robots and
humans via 5G access nodes, while inter-factory connections
rely on the backbone core network.
The smart factory domain is diverse and heterogeneous in
terms of use cases, applications and requirements. Several typ-
ical smart factory use cases’ requirements are stated in Table
IV (see also 3GPP TR 22.804 [3] for further information). It
can be observed that smart factory use cases require the most
stringent connection availability, latency and reliability. Note
that in practice, these values may vary widely for different
types of devices (i.e., sensors, actuators, and robots) in a smart
factory. The 5G system is envisioned as being capable of
meeting or even exceeding the industrial availability/ reliability
requirements of todays production lines.
B. 5G Support for Smart Factories
1) Reach Peak Productivity with the aid of 5G: To investi-
gate how 5G can support multiple vertical domains, Ericsson
has carried out a comprehensive survey of more than 650
decision-makers from eight key industries [98]. Interestingly,
5G technologies will bring huge benefits to the vast majority of
smart factories. In Table IX, manufacturing executives expect
5G to expand video surveillance/streaming of manufactur-
ing assets (78%), develop better machine-to-machine sensors
(72%), and improve remote site safety and security (68%) [98].
2) Massive Industrial IoT: Several mega-factories are
equipped with a massive number of devices. As a benefit of the
seamless ubiquitous connectivity provided by 5G technology
of the mMTC service type, all these devices can be connected
to a single network. This gives them improved insight into
the supply chain and forms a massive industrial IoT network
satisfying stringent management requirements. For example,
these connected devices may help improve predictive mainte-
nance and operational efficiency on the factory floor as well
as prevent theft and monitor quality within logistic channels.
3) Robotics: 5G provides high-rate, ultra-low latency and
high-reliability connections in support of wireless robots with
increased agility for a smart factory. This facilitates a huge pro-
ductivity boost by allowing these robots to perform complex
and/or dangerous tasks. Moreover, the 5G network is capable
of supporting the synchronization and management task of
robots by offloading their computational workload to the edge
server. This allows a huge improvement in the number of
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Fig. 9: 5G-enabled smart factory scenario [3], [4].
robots in a smart factory, thus improving productivity, without
increasing the processing cost.
4) Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality: AR and VR are
popularly employed in manufacturing processes for training,
machine design and maintenance as well as data visualization.
These technologies, however, require enormous data rate and
low latency. 5G networks not only fulfill these requirements
but also free employees from a tethered network connection,
thus allowing them to work anywhere on the factory floor.
5) AI and Machine Learning: AI supports the 5G-based
massive industrial IoT network in collecting data in real time
from sensors, robots and connected devices. With the advent
of machine learning, AI can help the factory executives by
providing warnings and predictions over the abnormalities
in the manufacturing process. Furthermore, AI automatically
makes decisions in abnormal situations in a tactile manner
with the support of high-reliability and ultra-low latency
connections.
C. Recent Research in the Smart Factory Domain
1) Use Cases, Architectures, Challenges and Requirements
for Smart Factory Network: Several contributions have studied
5G network deployments designed for the smart factory, in-
cluding the system architecture [212], [216], the requirements
and challenges [213], [214], [216]–[218], [221], [222]. The
5Gang consortium [212], which is a collaboration between
industrial and academic partners, has defined a 5G system
architecture suitable for the smart factory, while a hierarchical
architecture is proposed in [216]. As shown in Fig. 10, the
architecture designed for a smart factory in [216] includes
four layers, namely the physical layer, network layer, data
application layer and terminal layer.
TABLE X: Summary of recent works on LTE and 5G NR for
factory automation applications (FAAs).
Research topics References
Use cases, architecture,
requirements and challenges
[212]–[222]
System evaluation and testbeds [223]–[229]
System design for uRLLC for [219], [226], [230]–[233]
PHY and MAC design [234]–[237]
Resource allocation [238]–[246]
uRLLC service type for robotics [235], [247]–[249]
Industrial wireless networks [236], [250]–[252]
Industrial IoT wireless networks
[229], [241], [243], [253], [254],
[244]–[246]
SDN, NFV, and network
virtualization for FAAs
[227], [228], [245], [254], [255],
[221]
The authors of [217], [218], [222] investigate the require-
ments and potential of both the operational LTE and 5G air
interfaces designed for the smart factory, respectively. The key
design challenges of 5G deployments conceived for a smart
factory are analyzed in [213] and [219], where 99.9999%
service availability and less than 1 ms latency are mandatory
for closed-loop motion control and for other mission-critical
industrial applications.
Further use cases of 5G in the smart factory are discussed
by the authors of [212]–[215], [218]. The TACNET4.0 project
[214] examines representative use cases of 5G in a smart
factory. A use case considering the coexistence of the 5G
network and of the Industrial Ethernet is proposed in [215]. For
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TABLE XI: Summary of benefits for representative factory automation use cases provided by 5G technologies.
Topic Ref Use case Problem 5G Technologies,
Standards, Protocols
Contribution
Architecture,
requirements,
and challenges
[216] Candy packaging
line
System architecture
design
IWSN, software defined
industrial network, D2D,
edge computing
Proposing a hierarchical architecture of the
smart factory, issues and challenges analyt-
ics.
[215] Mobile robots,
mobile control
panels, process
monitoring,
Integration of
industrial Ethernet
TSN with 5G mobile
networks
IEEE 802.1, Link Layer
Discovery Protocol
(LLDP), and Precision
Time Protocol (PTP)
Proposing different scenarios to combine
5G and Industrial Ethernet to a hybrid
topology
System
evaluation
and testbeds
[223] Printing machines,
packaging machines,
production line
System simulation
and evaluation
Dynamic scheduling,
numerology
Evaluating the performance of LTE and
new 5G radio-interface design in a realistic
factory.
System design
for uRLLC
[230] Closed loop
industrial control
D2D protocol design
for uRLLC for FAAs
D2D, Multi-antenna
beamforming
Proposes a novel two-phase transmission
protocol for URLLC D2D in FAAs
[232] Remote control,
closed loop industrial
control
URLLC scheme
design
Channel estimation,
SISO, MISO,multi-BS
variable-rate
Proposing pilot-assisted, variable-rate
URLLC scheme for DL in FA network
PHY and
MAC design
and analysis
[234] Closed loop
industrial control,
printing machine
PHY/MAC design
for NR/LTE URLLC
in 5G
Shortened TTI, HARQ,
RTT, wideband
allocation, MIMO,
scalable numerology
Providing the fundamental PHY/MAC sys-
tems design for 5G URLLC with particular
applications to the tactile internet.
[235] Industrial robots Design PHY and
MAC schemes
uRLLC transmission
M2M, radio channel
characterization
Wideband channel measurement to charac-
terize and parameterize the radio environ-
ment.
Resource
allocation
[239] Steel rolling
production process
monitoring
RB allocation for
delay-sensitive
applications
Sequential Learning,
SC-FDMA, predictive
pre-allocation
A predictive pre-allocation framework for
low-latency uplink access scheduling in
industrial process automation
[240] Sensors and actuators
control
Energy-efficient
resource allocation
for industrial IoT
Full-duplex communi-
cations, industrial IoT,
SDN
Proposing a 5G communication framework
for industrial cyber-physical IoT systems
with full-duplex communication
[242] Hot rolling process
in metallurgical
industry
Transmission-
estimation codesign
framework
Edge computing, multi-
antenna beamforming.
Proposing a hierarchical transmission es-
timation codesign for high-accurate state
estimation of I-IoT systems
[246] Remote control,
laminar cooling stage
of hot rolling process
Resource allocation
for wireless control
system (WCS)
Control driven hybrid
cooperative transmission
(CHCT), hybrid decode
amplify forward (HDAF)
A framework of cooperative transmission
and control for multiloop WCS
Industrial
wireless
networks
[250] Light industry and
heavy industry
Assessment of
channel propagation
at 28 and 60 GHz
frequencies
28 and 60 GHz
mmWave, licensed- and
unlicensed-band
Analysis of mmWave channel propagation
in FA environments in both licensed (28
GHz) and unlicensed (60 GHz) bands
SDN, NFV
and network
slicing
[227] Sensor measurements Network slicing trial
at Hamburg Seaport
Network slicing, NFV,
multi-RAT
Proving that network slicing in a real,
large-scale industrial environment is tech-
nically feasible
a comprehensive overview of the beneficial impact of 5G on
the smart factory as well as the requirements and challenges
of this technology deployment, the motivated readers might
like to read [220]–[222].
2) System Evaluation and Testbeds: To investigate the
benefits of 5G in the smart factory, several system level
evaluations have been disseminated in [218], [223], [224],
[226]–[229]. The authors of [218] and [223] evaluate the
system-level performance of both the LTE and of the OFDM-
based 5G radio interface design concepts in realistic factory
scenarios. Moreover, the trade-off between the coverage and
the attainable capacity of 5G mission-critical MTC solutions
encountered in realistic factory automation applications is
analyzed in [224]. As a further development relying on a
simulator-based evaluation, the authors of [229] conceived
diverse efficiency improvements for homogeneous Industrial
Wireless Sensor and Actuator Network (IWSAN).
In [226] a testbed was constructed for evaluating the per-
formance of D2D communications both in LTE and 5G NR
in FAAs, while in [227] a network-slicing testbed was con-
ceived for large-scale 5G industrial networks supporting multi-
connectivity. Furthermore, both network-slicing and a SDN
based testbed are investigated in the context of a Wind Power
plant in Brande, Denmark [228]. These contributions demon-
strate that network-slicing and SDN techniques constitute key
5G components in FAAs. Finally, the techno-economic aspects
are analyzed in an industrial M2M communication scenario in
order to identify the key factors in configuring 5G for different
smart factory use cases [225].
3) uRLLC-based System Design for FAAs: For FAAs, the
most important KPIs are related to the 5G uRLLC service type,
thus designing a wireless system for the FAAs that support
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Fig. 10: Hierarchical architecture for smart factory [216], [256].
the uRLLC service type is crucial. Recently, several contri-
butions have studied uRLLC-based system designs conceived
for FAAs [226], [230]–[233]. The authors of [233] prove
the feasibility of designing an OFDM-based 5G air interface
capable of meeting all uRLLC service requirements. A two-
phase transmission protocol satisfying the uRLLC require-
ments of a multi-antenna BS aided D2D network is designed
in [230] for factory automation scenarios. Cooperative D2D
communications operating in a coexisting of LTE and 5G
NR environment is evaluated in terms of both reliability and
timeliness constraints in a representative factory hall based
on a Software Defined Radio (SDR) testbed [226]. To meet
the 1-ms transmission latency specification, a cooperative
Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ)-based data transmission
scheme exploiting the spatial diversity and a pilot-assisted rate
control scheme is proposed in [231] and [232], respectively.
4) PHY and MAC Design for Smart Factory: In order to
construct an efficient wireless system meeting the uRLLC
requirements for employment in FAAs, the physical and MAC
layer design constitute a particularly critical step. In this con-
text, the authors of [235] and [237] study the radio propaga-
tion characteristics of several representative factory scenarios
ranging from a factory automation cell provided for robots to
both an open production space and to a dense factory cluster.
The authors of [235] investigate a joint PHY and MAC design
operating at a 5.85 GHz carrier frequency, while the authors
of [237] consider the 2.3 and 5.7 GHz bands. Furthermore,
the joint PHY and MAC designs for both LTE and 5G NR
considering uRLLC, conceived for safety- and privacy-critical
FAAs are studied in [234]. Cross-layer optimization problems
solved under mission-critical constraints are tackled in [236].
5) Resource Allocation: Resource allocation is considered
as one of the pivotal techniques of satisfying the uRLLC
requirements in the context of FAAs [238]–[246]. The resource
allocation problems of wireless communications have been
studied for a long time; however, resource allocation for such
high-specification mission-critical machine-type communica-
tion (C-MTC) requires further research attention, especially for
FAAs. Most recent studies focus on supporting uRLLC based
FAAs by proposing efficient radio resource allocation schemes
[238], as exemplified by a steel-rolling production process in
[239]. Resource allocation is also studied in the context of
the Industrial IoT (I-IoT) [242] and Cyber-physical Internet of
things systems (CPIoTS) [240] whilst considering the limited
availability of communication resources and in the context
of an energy-efficiency-aware full-duplex mode, respectively.
Moreover, caching aided resource allocation conceived for I-
IoT is considered under specific QoS constraints in [241].
The NOMA scheme termed as interleave-grid multiple access
(IGMA) is proposed in [243] which mitigates the inter-cell
interference and improves the spectrum efficiency in dense I-
IoT scenarios. A resource allocation scheme is designed for
an MEC based I-IoT network in [245]. Resource allocation
is designed for interference avoidance in Cognitive I-IoTs
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[244], while in [246] wireless control systems are investigated.
The authors of [244] also consider the interference between
the primary and secondary users, while in [246] the mutual
interference among multiple control-loops is investigated.
6) uRLLC Services for Robotics: Meeting stringent uRLLC
requirements is mandatory for successfully supporting auto-
mated robots in a smart factory. For example, robots work-
ing in an automation process require 10−9 reliability and
99.9999% availability with less than 10 ms latency [3], [4].
Therefore, combining 5G and robotic applications becomes
a promising research area in the context of Industry 4.0
[235], [247]–[249]. Leveraging uRLLC capabilities of the 5G
network, the authors of [247] propose an offloading scheme
from a robot to the cloud for reducing the load imposed
on the robot by time-critical and computationally exhaustive
operations. Several robot use cases supported in the automated
factory ranging from picking and placing robots [248] to
UAVs and AGVs [249] are proposed considering their specific
requirements in uRLLC.
7) Industrial Wireless Networks: An industrial wireless
network (IWN) connects numerous industrial components
[250]–[252], where several challenges have to be overcome
for successfully exploiting 5G. The authors of [250] study
the mmWave channel properties in the 28 and 60 GHz
licensed and unlicensed bands in light and heavy industrial
environments classified in term of the density and the size
of the industrial components involved. The authors of [251]
analyze several modulation candidates advocated for IWN
communicating over highly dispersive multipath channels.
Finally, the re-transmission based diversity gain is investigated
in the context of IWNs as a means of improving the reliability
and reducing latency [252].
8) Industrial IoT Wireless Networks: In the I-IoT wireless
networks diverse industrial components with heterogeneous
requirements communicate with each other via a 5G plat-
form. Integrating heterogeneous devices into an IWN is a
challenge, since all network components should meet their
diverse requirements. Interference aware resource allocation
[244], [246], caching aided resource allocation [241] and
deadlock avoidance assisted resource provision [245] have
been proposed to deal with the problem of having limited
resources in the I-IoT wireless network. The SDN and NFV
concepts are considered as promising techniques for I-IoT
[245], [254], since these techniques are capable for reducing
the network overhead, thus reducing latency and improving
reliability. A comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art I-
IoT networks is provided in [253].
9) SDN, NFV, Network Slicing and Network Virtualization
for FAAs: The sophisticated concepts of SDN, NFV, network
slicing [257], and network virtualization are expected to sup-
port FAAs in industrial environments facilitating an overall
latency reduction [245], [255]. The applicability of SDN and
NFV in I-IoT networks is studied in [254], while network
slicing was investigated using a testbed in [227], [228].
The aforementioned advances in developing 5G for the
smart factory are summarized in Table X and Table XI.
D. Data-Driven Smart Factory
The operation of a smart factory critically hinges on data.
Since 5G technologies will allow capturing a huge amount of
data in real-time, it is necessary to have an efficient data model
suitable for emulating a smart factory to boost production.
1) Data Processing Architecture: Typically smart factories,
machines, smart sensors, and robotic platforms generate a
tremendous amount of data in support of the monitoring, main-
tenance and management of the production line. In [216], an
open maintenance architecture based on manufacturing-related
big data is proposed, which relies on machine learning and
statistical analysis. Similarly, in [256], a cloud-assisted system
architecture is designed for the collection of manufacturing-
related big data for industrial environments, which contributes
to preventive maintenance. Data processing including real-time
active maintenance and offline analysis as well as prediction
in the cloud is also discussed in [256]. A hybrid cloud and
edge architecture are considered as a suitable model for big
data processing in manufacturing-related automation, where
the cloud provides big data storage, and powerful yet cost-
efficient computing for offline big data analysis by relying
on shared cloud resources from multiple providers. On the
other hand, edge computing processes the data at the network
edge close to manufacturing points or data sources, which
provides critical services that meet key requirements of a smart
factory for high-reliability low-latency connectivity, real-time
processing, and privacy protection [258]. The family of hybrid
cloud and edge architectures is characterized in Fig. 9 and Fig.
10.
2) Data Protection & Security Challenges in the Smart
Factory: In a smart factory, the manufacturing processes will
rely on cloud-based data storage and analytics for facilitating
real-time decision making. The challenge is to develop secure
and reliable data access and protection mechanisms across the
data collection, storage, and processing system. For example,
the sensitive data found in the workspaces should be stored on-
site the manufacturing organization, rather than in the cloud,
which is vulnerable to cyber attacks and can lead to substantial
damage to the factory [259].
E. Smart Factory Challenges
However, in order to realize the full potential of 5G in the
context of the smart factory, we still have to tackle major
challenges. Some of these challenges are outlined in more
detail below.
1) Compatibility improvement of 5G for the manufacturing
industry: The development of 5G standards and technical
solutions has to take into account the specific requirements
of the manufacturing industry [3], [4], [81], with particular
emphasize on the heterogeneous requirements posed by differ-
ent industries. The first step towards considering the use cases
and requirements of the industrial domain has already been
taken by 3GPP through the study items on Communication for
Automation in Vertical domains (3GPP TR 22.804) [3], and
Feasibility Study on LAN Support in 5G (3GPP TR 22.821)
[260]. Given these specifications, both academia and industry
should work together for aiming at carefully tailored industrial
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5G standardization. The resultant standards will play a vital
role in the efficient support of the vertical industries by 5G.
2) Spectrum exploitation: To fulfill the stringent latency
and reliability requirements posed by the massive number of
heterogeneous I-IoT devices and IWNs including industrial
wireless sensor network (IWSN), new licensed and/or un-
licensed spectral band have to be made available [109]. In
the manufacturing workspace where all industrial devices and
components may communicate through 5G, the mmWave is
eminently suitable for providing a high-rate, low-latency and
high-reliability. However, designing the enabling techniques
to exploit mmWave communication in a smart factory is
challenging and it is an open direction for future research.
3) Safety and security: By integrating 5G technologies into
the manufacturing process, many components in the smart
factory become vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Thus, providing
adequate level of cyber-security becomes an issue of vital
importance that has to be addressed. Since the smart factory
critically depends on connecting industrial components via
the 5G platform, important data pertaining to the production
in industry requires uncompromised protection. Moreover,
a cyber-attack that might compromise the operation of a
production line or of a complete factory may inflict enormous
damage that cannot be tolerated by the industry thus reliable
protection is required. Automatic techniques of detecting intru-
sions and cyber-attacks against vulnerable factory components
connected to the 5G network must be studied [258].
V. SMART VEHICLES
In addition to supporting V2X connectivity, the 5G technol-
ogy also facilitates safety improvements autonomous vehicles.
This technology thus inspires cooperation between the telecom
and automotive industries, which has led to the conception
of the 5G Automotive Association (5GAA). Specifically, 5G
will provide a low-latency medium for feeding the real-time
transportation infrastructure conditions updates to millions of
connected vehicles. Several potential wireless communication
technologies have been approved for autonomous vehicles, as
shown in Table XII. In this work, we focus on attention on 5G
enabling techniques conceived for smart vehicles, as detailed
in the following sections.
A. 5G Enabling Techniques for Smart Vehicles
There are numerous obstacles and traffic incidents occurring
on roads that cannot be captured by on-car cameras and radars.
To this end, a potential 5G technology based on peer-to-peer
communication termed as V2X, which connects any vehicle
to its surroundings for exchanging road condition-related in-
formation brings about substantial benefits. This eventually
improves the autonomous capability of these smart vehicles.
Therefore, 5G V2X may be considered as the backbone
communication link of smart vehicles.
1) Cellular-V2X Technology: The development and deploy-
ment of C-V2X has been high on the agenda of several
technology corporations, such as Ericsson, Huawei, Nokia, and
Qualcomm since 2016. Collision avoidance assisted by C-V2X
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Fig. 11: V2X Communications.
has been demonstrated to be capable of warning about oncom-
ing pedestrians, vehicles, and obstacles. ITS and smart vehicle
use cases can be readily supported by the C-V2X technology,
which offers extreme adaptability for diverse transportation
scenarios. In particular, 3GPP focuses on standardizing the
fundamental functions of C-V2X from its Release 15 onwards
[261]. Technical details of V2X communications are discussed
in Section III-A2.
2) Edge Cloud Assisted V2X: An advanced feature making
5G suitable for V2X communications is the Edge Cloud
Computing concept [262]. This feature enables connected
vehicles to offload their heavy computational tasks to edge
cloud servers for reducing power consumption at a guaranteed
latency. Moreover, connected vehicles and other transportation
infrastructure components can send their information to the
edge cloud for centralized big-data processing, thus providing
an up-to-date global view on the traffic conditions, and aug-
mented decisions for ITS. In Fig. 11, we illustrate the whole
picture of V2X relying on multi-RAT communications assisted
by an edge cloud.
3) SDN and NFV Architectures for V2X: The open pro-
grammability and logically centralized control features of the
software defined networking (SDN) and network function
virtualization (NFV) paradigms offer attractive control and
management techniques [263], [264], supporting both resource
allocation [265] and handover management [266] in V2X
communication. An SDN-based multi-RAT system can be
designed to facilitate for the vehicles to simultaneously receive
data from more than one network (e.g., from a cellular
base station, roadside unit, and other infrastructure elements)
[265]. Moreover, SDN based packet classification is capable
of reducing both the packet delay and frequent packet drop
events, which in turn supports mission-critical services in V2X
communication [267].
As illustrated in Fig. 12, the V2X system architecture
proposed by the 5GCAR project [5] consists of several com-
ponents such as the management of traffic flows, multi-RAT
connectivity and inter-operator communications. Moreover,
this architecture also supports the management of links via
SDN as well as the placement of virtualized network functions,
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TABLE XII: Comparison potential wireless communication technologies for autonomous driving [8]
Technology Spectrum Standard Modulation Data rate Latency Range
DRSC 5.850-5.925 GHz IEEE 802.11p OFDM <54 Mbps 100 ms <1 km
LTE-V N/A LTE-V
MIMO, OFDMA,
SC-FDMA
1 Gbps 50 ms <2 km
5G
600 MHz - 6 GHz,
24-86 GHz
N/A
Massive MIMO,
NOMA
10 Gbps 1 ms <2 km
V2X 
Services
IEEE 802.11
SDN Controller
V2X/eMBB slices composition
SW Objects 
Network Functions 
Storage
V2X Traffic Flow 
Management
Inter-Carrier 
Multi-link conectivity
Mobility 
Management
Multi-RAT 
Management
WP3 - Vehicle 
(5G sidelink / infrastructure-based, LTE)
V2X Traffic Flow Management
Inter-Carrier 
Multi-link conectivity
Multi-RAT 
Management
WP3 - Vehicle 
(5G sidelink / infrastructure-based, LTE, 802.11)
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Fig. 12: V2X architecture, source: 5GCAR [5].
and network slicing.
4) Network Slicing Techniques for V2X: Network Slicing
is defined by 3GPP [257] and it is controlled by SDN. The as-
sociated NFV is considered a key feature of 5G in the context
of V2X communication [268], [269]. More explicitly, network
slicing is defined as the concept of creating multiple logical
networks relying on a shared physical infrastructure [257]. An
example of network slicing conceived for V2X communication
is constituted by a common physical infrastructure that can be
sliced into an autonomous driving slice exchanging safety-
related messages between vehicles, an infotainment slice pro-
viding, for example, a video streaming service [270]. A tele-
operated driving slice as well as remote vehicle diagnostics
and management slice [269].
5) Machine Learning for V2X: AI based V2X commu-
nication relying on machine learning is capable of acquir-
ing information from diverse sources and hence predict and
avoid potential traffic accidents as well as congestion, thus
enhancing the comfort, safety and efficiency of smart vehicles
and transportation systems. Machine learning algorithms can
be implemented distributively by involving each connected
vehicle in learning the local paraphernalia and making a
decision for the specific situation of each vehicle. Machine
learning exploiting situational awareness for enhancing the
directionality of mmWave V2X communications [182], [271],
[272] constitutes a plausible example of learning the particular
environment of each connected vehicle.
The V2X systems may also be supported by Edge or Cloud
computing combined with a powerful centralized computing
server, which involves learning algorithms for global decision
making with the aid of collecting data from connected vehicles
and devices. Fig. 8 illustrates both the local and global learning
as well as decision making in a large distributed system
including the V2X network. A reinforcement learning-based
traffic signal control regime is proposed by constructing a
cooperative mechanism among the distributed infrastructure
elements and connected vehicles [273]. A survey of AI-aided
solutions conceived for V2X was provided by Tong et al. in
[274]. Several AI techniques and applications designed for
V2X communications can be found in [274], [275] and the
references therein.
B. Use Cases and Performance Requirements
1) V2X Use Cases from Organizations: 3GPP defined the
first V2X use cases and requirements in Release 14, which
is specified in the Technical Specification (TS) 22.185 [277]
and in the Technical Report (TR) 22.885 [278]. In the next
3GPP Release 15 TS 22.186 [279] and TR 22.886 [280],
autonomous driving and the associated new requirements were
well defined for multiple V2X use cases. Meanwhile, the Inter-
national Telecommunications Union Recommendation (ITU-
R) M.2083-0 [281] and ITU-R M.1890 [282] defined several
use cases for ITS envisioned for the year 2020 and beyond.
The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
released the TR 102 638 BSA [283] and TC ITS [284]
documents defining a set of application-oriented standards for
vehicular communications in ITS. Finally, the Next Generation
Mobile Networks (NGMN) organization published a white
paper identifying eight classes of use case categorized into
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TABLE XIII: Table: 5GCAR use case requirements and KPIs. Source 5G-PPP [276]
Requirements
5GCAR Use Case [276]
Lane merge See-through Network assisted
vulnerable pedestrian
protection
High definition
local map
acquisition
Remote driving
for automated
parking
A
ut
om
ot
iv
e
Intersection
crossing time
Not applicable Not applicable 7 seconds Not applicable 1 to 6 seconds
Localization 1 to 4 meters 10 meters 10 to 50 cm 5 to 50 cm 5 to 50 cm
Maneuver
completion time
4 seconds 4 seconds Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable
Minimum
car distance
0.9 to 2 seconds 0.9 seconds Not applicable 0.9 to 2 seconds 2 seconds
Mobility 0 to 150 km/h 0 to 30 km/h 0 to 100 km/h 0 to 250 km/h 30 to 50 km/h
Relevance area 250 to 350 meters 300 to 500 meters 40 to 70 meters >250 meters 1000 meters
Take over time 10 seconds 4 seconds 10 seconds 10 seconds 10 seconds
N
et
w
or
k
Availability V2I/V2N 99% and
for V2V 99.9%
99% 99% to 99.99% 99% to 99.99% 100.00%
Communication
range
>350 meters 50 to 100 meters >70 meters >1 km Several kms
Data rate 0.350 to 6.4 Mbps 15 to 29 Mbps 128 kbps 960 to 1920 kbps 6.4 to 29 Mbps
Latency <30 ms 50 ms <60 ms <30 ms 5 to 30 ms
Reliability 99.90% 99% 99% to 99.99% 99% to 99.99% 100.00%
Service data
unit size
1200 to 16000 bytes
per frame
41700 bytes per
frame
1600 bytes per frame 60 bytes per frame 16000 up to 41700
bytes per frame
Q
ua
lit
at
iv
e
Cost Medium Medium Medium to High Medium to High High
Power
consumption
Low Low Low Medium to High Low
Security Privacy: High
Confidentiality: Low
Integrity: High
Authentication: High
Privacy: Medium
Confidentiality:
Low
Privacy: High
Confidentiality: Low
Integrity: High
Authentication: High
Privacy: High
Confidentiality: High
Integrity: High
Authentication: High
Privacy: Medium
Confidentiality: Low
Integrity: High
Authentication: High
a pair of specific domains including Mobile broadband in
vehicles and Airplanes connectivity.
Several use cases and the corresponding requirements spec-
ified for smart vehicles and ITS are summarized in Table IV.
In what follows, we present a brief overview of specific use
cases in the realms of smart vehicle based on the findings of
the 5GCAR project.
2) 5GCAR Project Use Case and KPIs: In [7], the 5G
PPP organization discussed the applicability of 5G to the tight
control of future smart vehicles and to the related critical
services. Several use cases arising from the smart vehicle
domain have been identified, which can be used for specifying
the 5G requirements. Specifically, having a high mobility
and heterogeneous connection density constitute a pair of
representative features of smart vehicles. In this survey, we
summarize the most common V2X use cases in Table XIII,
which constitute the 5GCAR project’s use cases [276]. We
refer the readers to Section B of the Appendix in [276] for
the derivation of these use case requirements.
C. Recent Research Topics in the Smart Vehicle Domain
Recently, the V2X paradigm has attracted a tremendous
amount of interest from both academia and industry.
1) Frame Structure for V2X Communications: There are
works that authors of [102], [108], [163] propose frame struc-
TABLE XIV: Summary of recent contributions on V2X com-
munication for Smart Vehicles.
Research topics References
Frame structure for V2X [102], [108], [163]
Virtual cell for V2X [165], [168], [177], [285]
Protocol and architectures
[87], [102], [164], [167], [171],
[179], [180]
Resource Allocation [169], [170], [172], [175], [176], [182]
Multi-RAT for V2X [101], [178], [181], [265]
SDN, NFV architectures [263]–[267], [286]
Network slicing for V2X [268]–[270]
Machine learning [182], [271]–[274], [287]
mmWave for V2X
[167], [182], [286], [288]–[291],
[271], [272], [292]
ture improvements for V2X communications. Specifically,
the authors of [108] conceived various LTE frame structure
enhancements for V2X communications based on LTE D2D
communications. The so-called LTE-V frame structure was
designed for short-range V2X 5G communications in [163].
As a further development, short-range V2X communication
was designed based on the IEEE 802.11p standard in [102].
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TABLE XV: Summary of benefits for representative V2X use cases supported by 5G technologies.
Topic Ref Use case Problem 5G Technologies,
Standards, Protocols
Contribution
Virtual cell
for V2X
[168] High mobility V2X Improving V2X
throughput in high
mobility use case
Virtual antenna arrays,
Shared UE-side
Distributed Antenna
System, MIMO,
unlicensed mm-Wave
Vehicular Shared UE-side Distributed An-
tenna System (Vehicular SUDAS) which
enables high throughput wireless commu-
nication in high mobility V2X scenarios.
Protocol and
architectures
[167] Massive V2X use
cases
Initial access
collisions due to
massive connection
attempts
mmWave Improvements to the reliability of the ini-
tial access procedure for 5G mmWave cel-
lular in massive V2X communications sce-
narios
Resource
allocation
[169] Safety information
V2X broadcasting
Scheduling and
resource allocation
for for V2X
broadcasting
NOMA-based mixed
centralized/distributed
(NOMA-MCD)
Proposing a novel NOMA-MCD scheme
for the V2X broadcasting system. The ac-
cess latency can be reduced and the reli-
ability can be improved by NOMA in a
dense network
[170] Heavy road traffic Multichannel
conflict-free TDMA
link scheduling
problem for LTE
V2X
LTE V2X D2D, TDMA
link scheduling
The proposed heuristic MUCS substan-
tially improves the frequency usage ef-
ficiency considering the prime use cases
anticipated for LTE V2X
Multi-RAT for
V2X
[178] Dense urban
vehicular network
Coexistence problem
of cellular V2X users
and VANET users
over the unlicensed
spectrum
Unlicensed spectrum Proposing an energy sensing based spec-
trum sharing scheme for cellular V2X users
to share the unlicensed spectrum fairly with
VANET users.
SDN, NFV
for V2X
[263] Autonomous
driving, cooperative
driving (e.g., lane-
merging assistance,
platooning)
Resource manage-
ment in software-
defined vehicular
networks
Software-defined
vehicular networks
Proof of concept experiment where
SDN/OpenFlow programmability allows
new degrees of wireless resource
management in dynamic vehicular
environments
[265] Car streaming video
to an operation
center for traffic
monitoring
Resource allocation
for heterogeneous
V2X network
SDN, Multi-RAT, LTE,
Wi-Fi
A software-defined networking-based
application-layer scheme to exploit the
available bandwidth from the LTE and
Wi-Fi networks in V2I communication
Network
slicing
[269] Forward collision
warning, Vehicular
infotainment
Network slices
customized for V2X
Network slicing, NFV,
SDN
Elaborating on the role of network slicing
to enable the isolated treatment and guar-
anteed performance of V2X
Machine
learning
[182] Blockage between
vehicles and BS
Beam selection with
environmentaware-
ness in mmWave
vehicular systems
mmWave, beam
selection, online learning
Providing the first contextual online learn-
ing algorithm for beam selection in
mmWave base stations.
[273] Traffic Signal
Control
Network clustering
for V2X
Cooperative reinforce-
ment learning
Proposing reinforcement learning based in-
telligent traffic control
mmWave for
V2X
[292] Blockage transmis-
sion
Transmission
interruption issue
caused by blockage
mmWave, beam tracking,
beamforming
An energy-angle domain access and trans-
mission frame structure for mmWave V2X
communication scenario
2) Virtual Cell for V2X Communications: A range of
techniques was conceived for enhancing 5G cellular V2X
(C-V2X) in [165], [168], [177]. Specifically, the authors
of [165] devised a new cell virtualization. The proposed
virtual cell (VC) concept is user-oriented, where multiple
transmission points collaboratively serve each and every user
in the network. Here, each VC is considered as a hotspot
that moves along the users’ motion trajectory. To realize a
VC, several enabling techniques are relied upon, including the
C-RAN concept, distributed antenna systems (DAS) and the
coordinated multipoint (CoMP) philosophy. The challenges in
realizing VCs include the mitigation of inter-VC and intra-VC
interference as well as admission control. In [168], a shared
UE-side distributed antenna system (SUDAS) is proposed.
This system supports a high data rate in a high-mobility
V2X communication scenario. Both the more conventional
sub-6GHz and unlicensed mmWave bands are considered.
A vehicular SUDAS channel model taking into account the
Doppler spread is considered and a substantial MIMO gain is
demonstrated. Moreover, to reduce the relative frequency of
cellular hand-offs, the authors of [177] propose a Multi-hop
Moving Zone clustering scheme, which combines the 3GPP
5G cellular technology with IEEE 802.11p, for achieving high
packet delivery rate and low latency requirements. In this
scheme, vehicles are clustered up-to three hops using V2V
communications based on IEEE 802.11p, while the cluster
heads are selected by cellular-V2X (C-V2X) on the basis of
multi-metrics, i.e. relative speed, distance and link life time.
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The multi-hop property reduces the number of clusters, which
further decreases the cost of hand-overs significantly with
eNodeBs [177].
3) Protocols and Architectures for V2X Communications:
Several innovative protocols and architectures are designed for
V2X communications in [87], [102], [164], [167], [171], [179],
[180]. Pilot optimization and interference-free pilot design are
proposed for 5G V2X communications in [164], [179]. Direct
D2D, mmWave, and MIMO-OFDM based communications
designed for 5G massive V2X networks are shown to improve
the system performance in [102], [167] and [87], respectively.
A fast packet classification protocol is proposed in [180] for
5G V2X communications.
4) Resource Allocation for V2X Communications: Re-
source allocation schemes designed for V2X communication
can be found in [169], [170], [172], [175], [176], [182],
[265]. The typical idea of using NOMA waveforms for 5G
V2X communication is studied in [176]. As a further devel-
opment, NOMA-based time-frequency resources were jointly
optimized with power allocation for a dense 5G V2X network
in [169]. A heuristic vehicle under ad hoc routing algorithm
is proposed for seamless link scheduling in [170]. In [182],
the mmWave communication, while in [175] the 5G NR was
adopted for achieving low latency and high reliability. In [172],
a novel MAC scheduling scheme termed as Segmentation
MAC (SMAC) compatible with the IEEE 802.11p standard
was proposed. Additionally, the evaluation of 5G C-V2X
testbeds was performed in [166], [174], [293].
5) Multi-RAT for V2X Communications: Multi-RAT V2X
is studied in several recent contributions [101], [178], [181],
[265]. 5G V2X communications achieve a high diversity gain
by simultaneously transmitting data packets on the LTE-Uu
and PC5 interfaces [101], and meet stringent latency and
reliability requirements [181]. The C-V2X users can access
to the network via both C-V2X and by using the unlicensed-
band based VANET V2X of [178]. The aim is to reduce the
collisions between the C-V2X users and the VANET V2X
users operating in the unlicensed band, while maximizing the
total number of active users. In [265] a resource allocation
scheme was put forward for heterogeneous multi-RAT aided
SDN.
6) mmWave for V2X Communications: Millimeter-Wave
bands have become popular candidates for 5G V2X com-
munications, since smart vehicular systems require high-rate
links in the Gbps range to acquire the necessary sensory
information for autonomous driving. Recently, mmWave-style
5G V2X communications have inspired numerous studies
[167], [182], [271], [272], [286], [288]–[292]. However, the
transmission range of mmWave carriers remains limited due
to severe signal attenuation. Consequently, mmWave carriers
impose challenges, when aiming for seamless services, and
typically rely on high-gain directional transmission/reception
using beamforming. Therefore, these studies mostly focus on
achieving high-gain directionality to improve the performance
of mmWave transmission in high-mobility V2X communica-
tion. In [290] Lien et al. propose a beam alignment strategy
where the transmitter and receiver arrange for aligning their
beam directions toward each other at the same time. The
effects of mmWave propagation on V2X systems in the light
of their directionality and the effect of various beamwidths
are studied in [288]. Furthermore, machine learning based ap-
proaches relying on situational awareness for achieving high-
accuracy beam pairing [271] and beam selection [182], [272]
were also investigated in mmWave V2X communications.
D. Data-Driven Smart Vehicle
Since smart vehicles are equipped with a large number
of sophisticated sensors, actuators and communication equip-
ment, the data exchanged in smart vehicular V2X networks
exhibit heterogeneous characteristics. These data could be
safety-related messages exchanged between vehicles, road
traffic observation data, collected sensor data or entertainment
sources downloaded from the core network. These data can
be exploited for supporting autonomous driving systems and
for improving the drivers experience. However, smart vehicles
require an efficient data processing system in which data can
be analyzed in real-time for enhancing the safety functions
and autonomous driving features. Fundamentally, the data
processing architecture has to be faster and smarter in order
to cope with the large volume of data and with the complexity
of the smart vehicular system.
Again, the smart vehicular data processing architecture
has to take advantage of cloud and edge computing for
reducing the burden of on-board computation by offloading
data processing and computing to the mobile edge or cloud.
By amalgamating cloud computing with SDN and NFV, the
resultant V2X system can optimize the cooperation among the
smart vehicles and the infrastructure.
1) Data Processing Architectures for Smart Vehicles:
Typically, the data processing architecture designed for the
automation systems and smart vehicular systems consist of
three layers: a physical layer or object layer, edge and cloud
layer as well as application layer, as illustrated in Fig. 13. This
three-layer architecture can also be extended to an architecture
having four [294] or five layers [295]. The description of these
layers is given as follows:
• Physical layer: this layer comprises smart physical de-
vices such as cameras, sensors, and actuators which
are responsible for data sensing, data transmission to
the upper layers and for executing control tasks. These
devices communicate with other devices using different
communication technologies, including Bluetooth, WiFi,
Zigbee, LAN and LTE as well as 5G [294].
• Edge cloud computing layer: this layer is responsible for
the storage and computation of data. Different services
can harness it to make carefully considered decisions by
using for example machine learning techniques. The data
processing can be executed at the edge (i.e., for real-time
analytics) rather than in the cloud to reduce latency. For
example, an edge server may assist an autonomous car in
performing complex video processing of the clips gleaned
from the surrounding cameras to avoid collisions between
vehicles at obstructed intersections due to obstacles, or to
defect if a pedestrian is about to appear from a side-street
[295].
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Fig. 13: Data processing architecture for smart vehicle system.
Moreover, given the high mobility of connected vehicles,
the edge computing implementation faces grave chal-
lenges. Smart vehicles may lose their connection with the
edge server while the associated computations are being
carried out at the edge, when moving out of the service
area of the edge, hence potentially losing the data arriving
from the edge. A promising solution for edge computing
deployment in V2X networks is to utilize multiple levels
of edge servers. In the urban deployment scenario where
the velocity of a smart vehicle is not too high, the edge
server may rely on small cells, on road-side units, or
on the transportation infrastructure. By contrast, in high-
velocity highway deployment scenarios, the edge server
can be implemented with the aid of macrocells to avoid
the interruption of computation.
• Application layer: This layer provides drivers with the
applications, services and functionalities of the edge
cloud computing layer for improving the driving expe-
riences. These applications can be categorized as real-
time and non-real-time applications. The autonomous
vehicles can adapt to the prevalent traffic situations by
receiving control information from applications in this
layer. Moreover, the data collected from different vehicles
and infrastructure components can help the administrators
to monitor and manage the system by relying on the
applications in this layer.
2) Data Analytics for Smart Vehicles: The data collected
by cameras and other smart sensors can be locally processed
by the vehicles to support real-time tasks such as anomaly
detection, detection of operational faults in smart vehicles,
where the local processing outcomes can be sent to the edge
and cloud infrastructure for further analysis. The associated
data analytics can be carried out by exploiting the raw power
of machine learning techniques (e.g., deep learning) deployed
locally on-board the smart vehicles for specific situations (e.g.,
context-aware data [295]) or may be globally deployed at the
edge or cloud for the global monitoring and managing of the
transportation system (e.g., smart traffic lights, sign boards,
etc). The applications in the application layer can be harnessed
for performing complex processing tasks such as processing
video signals received from multiple sources. Moreover, data
collected by each vehicle can be broadcast to nearby vehicles
for safety-related cooperation among a group of vehicles.
E. Smart Vehicle Challenges
For the sake of achieving the seamless integration of numer-
ous technologies in a smart vehicular system, such as sensing,
communications and AI technologies, a number of challenges
have to be tackled for improving the system performance, in
the interest of reliable automation, and improving passenger
experience in smart vehicles.
1) Safety, Security and Privacy: Safety is the most impor-
tant feature of a smart vehicle. Integration and deployment
of technologies in the smart vehicle and V2X network have
to take into account all safety-related aspects. Specifically, the
security and privacy of the smart vehicle connected to the V2X
network is of paramount important. The operations of a fully
autonomous vehicle are controlled by on-board programs or
by the control servers. These programs are vulnerable to ma-
licious attack through the 5G network. Thus, it is challenging
to design a sufficiently reliable security mechanism to prevent
any potential attempts to take control by hostile agents. In
[296], important objectives are identified for improving the
security and privacy aspect of 5G communications in support
of smart vehicles. For instance, vehicle authentication, remote
service control access, misconduct detection and encryption
of the messages are among the most important objectives
to be addressed. Thus, further investigations are required for
developing schemes that offer security and privacy for smart
vehicles.
2) Real-time Data Acquisition and Data Processing: Data
captured in the V2X system typically must be processed in
real time. Therefore, real-time data acquisition and processing
becomes challenging for the smart vehicle and for the V2X
network. Moreover, every time a huge amount of data is
collected from the various components and from the vehicles,
which are processed to provide accurate decisions in a real-
time manner. This requires efficient communications, compu-
tation, cooperation and control of the V2X system. Moreover,
the rich but still limited resources of the car have to be
efficiently scheduled to meet the associated stringent real-time
data processing requirements.
3) Network Design and Resource Allocation: Again, given
the high-velocity mobility of the smart vehicle, it is important
to design an efficient network architecture for the constantly
changing topology of the V2X network. Moreover, since the
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Fig. 14: 5G smart grid domains [297].
smart vehicle is capable of simultaneously relying on multiple
communication techniques to communicate with the surround-
ing vehicles (i.e., IEEE 802.11 DRSC) and V2X infrastructure
(LTE-V or 5G), flow optimization for multi-RAT connections
and context-aware resource allocation subject to high-rate,
low-latency and high-reliability requirements constitute a pair
of critical challenges in realizing 5G V2X communications for
improving the smart vehicle’s performance. Thus, efficient re-
source allocation techniques have to be conceived for meeting
the stringent V2X networking requirements.
VI. SMART GRID
A. Overview
The electricity grid has evolved beyond recognitions stim-
ulated by the increasing penetration of renewable energy re-
sources and active interactions between the supply and demand
side. In this context, smart grid relies on the sophisticated in-
tegration of the distributed energy grid and of communication
networks connecting the grid and the consumers [10]. With
the emergence of 5G technology, the smart grid is expected
to become capable of generating, transmitting and distributing
the electricity in a more efficient, sustainable, reliable, stable,
flexible and secure manner.
Furthermore, the user side’s energy usage patterns have
recently changed to adapt to the more sophisticated scenarios
such as the appearance of electrified roads3 and ultra-fast
charging stations for high-speed electric vehicle charging,
large-demand/storage mobile units, and new massive wireless
sensors, actuators as well as IoT devices [297]. In Table XVI,
we summarize key technical changes of the smart grid with
reference to recent reports.
3An electrified road or eroad is a road which supplies electric power to
vehicles travelling on it, either through trolley wires above the road or through
conductor rails embedded in its surface. The world’s first electric road, which
can charge commercial and passenger vehicles while on the move, has opened
in Sweden [298].
The authors of [297], [305] show that given its ability
to support mMTC and URLLC, 5G will provide a reliable
infrastructure for the smooth, real-time information flows
among myriads of devices in the smart grid relying on the
recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI), they will be the
key tools for driving the smart grid revolution [306]. In the
following, we will discuss in more detail the communication
aspects of the smart grid, including its performance require-
ments, and main challenges.
B. Hierarchical Architecture in Smart Grid Communications
and Network Performance Requirements
The smart grid control requirements can be grouped into
three main categories, including primary frequency control,
secondary frequency control and distributed voltage control
[3]. The primary frequency control ensures a swift response
to excessive frequency variations, while secondary frequency
control ensures an accurate and lasting response to fre-
quency variations. The distributed voltage control analyses
the impedance values for ensuring that the additional energy
can be harmoniously injected into the grid, otherwise, electric
inverters may throttle the energy to be added by power plants
or storage systems. The communication network is potentially
required to support the tele-traffic of a large group of up to
100,000 users and payload sizes of approximately 100 bytes
with voltage measurement intervals in the order of 50 ms for
primary frequency control and 200 ms for distributed voltage
control [3].
An important issue is to appropriately design the commu-
nication network conceived for serving the hierarchical grid
voltage and geographic area, as shown in Fig. 14 [297].
Specifically, this hierarchical network consists of several layers
including the backbone, backhaul and access networks. For the
smart grid’s communications, 5G is immediately expected to
play a significant role in the access networks, which connect
various grid elements in the low-voltage power grid, while
the backhaul networks connect different elements operating in
the medium-voltage power grid. Among them, the backbone
network connecting the elements in the high-voltage power
grid has the most stringent delay and reliability requirements
[297].
The communication requirements of these networks are
summarized in Table. XVII. The authors of [307] propose a
5G-based hierarchical architecture combing multiple eMBB,
uRLLC and mMTC 5G service types at different layers of an
advanced smart grid.
C. 5G Support for the Smart Grid
Some interesting use cases that 5G is capable of supporting
for the sophisticated smart grid of the near future can be
summarized as follows.
1) Fast Self-healing: One of the key features of the smart
grid is the prompt detection of grid disturbances and quick
reaction to sudden failures to isolate them, the ability to auto-
matically reconfigure and restore normal operation of the grid
[308]. In addition to switchgear technologies, fast response to
faulty in active networks requires ultra-reliable and low latency
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TABLE XVI: Key technical changes of smart grid
Aspects Description
Demand response [297], [299], [300] Prosumers, who not only consume electricity but produce and probably share their production, will increase.
Their consumption can be optimized based on the market information. Thus, bidirectional communications
between energy providers and end users becomes more sophisticated in future Smart grid for an intelligent
utilization of electricity such as dynamic pricing mechanism, power consumption prediction.
Privacy & security [301] The concern on privacy & security will more increase when the degree of automation in Smart grid strongly
increases =⇒ requires highly secure communication system.
Distributed energy resources (DERs) [302] The growth in exploiting of renewable generators from large electricity production companies to small
utilities and individual families require smarter infrastructure system where advanced distributed information
metering and monitoring systems are required to manage the stochastic in electricity production as well as
to achieve a fast integration and accommodation of clean energy to power distribution networks.
Nomadic and connected devices [303] There will be the upsurge in electric powered nomadic and connected devices from home applications to
industry, transportation, etc. Thus, hierarchical and distributed architectures will play important role to reduce
the communication delay time and improve the system performance.
IoT & big data [304] Enormous benefits can be achieved from the comprehensive understanding of smart grid data such as efficient
resource allocation, quality of service improvement, monitoring and protection, etc. Big data mining is a
strong tool for the analysis and processing of smart grid data. However, most smart grid data will be
achieved from wireless sensors, IoT devices. Therefore, wireless communications will be key technology
for data collection and transmission.
TABLE XVII: Smart grid communication network requirements [297].
Requirements Grid access Grid backhaul Grid backbone
Data rate 1 kbps Several Mbps Up to several Gbps
E2E Latency <1s <50ms <5ms
Packet loss N/S <10−6 <10−9
Availability 99% equal to 9h downtime p.a. 99.99% equal to 50 min downtime p.a. 99.999% equal to 5 min downtime p.a.
Failure convergence time <1s <1s in few ms
Handling of crisis situations Not required Mandatory Mandatory
Area coverage radius <10km <100km <1000km
communications for monitoring and protecting devices [297].
Based on 5G communications, the authors of [309] study three
scenarios: protection coordination, automatic reconfiguration
and differential protection, with the goal of isolating faults
and reconfiguring the network topology. To elaborate a little
further on the detection and isolation of faults, the event-
driven communications protocols of IEC 61850 GOOSE [309]
require an E2E latency of less than 5 ms with a data rate of
30/3 Mbps for the downlink and uplink, respectively. Similarly,
the synchrophasor measurements following IEC 61850 SV
communications [309] require the E2E latency to be less than
3 ms in conjunction with the data rate of 3.2/1 Mbps for
the downlink and uplink, respectively. In [310], the authors
assume that the communication network is expected to support
synchronicity between a communication group of up to 100
UEs at a delay, which is on the order of 1 µs or below with
an availability exceeding 99.9999%. At the same time they
also aim for supporting the differential protection with an E2E
latency of 0.8 ms.
2) Precise Forecast: Forecasting power generation and
consumption can help distribution system operators plan for
potential imbalanced situations in advance. Owing to the
employment of wireless sensors, actuators, and smart meters,
the data collected in the smart grid, such as short and long-term
power generation, statistics weather conditions, equipment
health and consumption profiles, has grown exponentially in
volume, velocity and variety. The obvious advantage of this
is that the forecast of the weather, user energy demand and
energy production will become a more accurate when more
data is available [311]. Therefore, the detrimental impact of
uncertainty in the smart grid can be mitigated more efficiently.
The authors of [312] explore IoT and wireless sensor network
based 5G communications to sense, transmit and estimate the
microgrid’s states.
3) Real-time Remote Monitoring and Control: Given the
recent spreading of smart meters, remote energy monitoring
is not a new feature. However, with the introduction of 5G
services and the IoTs, real-time remote monitoring and control
have become a commercial reality. As discussed in [313], the
5G network supports the provision of M2M connections and
multicast services, which result in a significant improvement
in the performance of network management by reducing the
latency of time-critical operation during faults in the power
network. Meanwhile, the authors of [314] consider the ap-
plicability of 5G to the secondary load frequency control
problem of maritime micro-grids, where the control errors and
frequency deviations are measured by PMUs each 0.01s and
transmitted to their respective control center via the shared 5G
infrastructure.
4) Energy Efficiency: The integration of renewable energy
(e.g., solar and wind energy) generated at the local community
level enables customer participation in the electricity market,
which forms micro-grids [312] associated with their own
specific management and operation [315]. The authors of
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TABLE XVIII: Summary of recent contributions in the smart
grid domains.
Research topics References
Network slicing for smart grid [306], [321]–[327]
Cloud and fog computing
for smart grid
[328]–[333]
IoT for smart grid [316], [332], [334]–[339]
UAVs for smart grid [340]–[342]
V2G
[303], [318], [329], [330],
[343], [344]
,
Data mining, AI and machine
learning for smart grid
[304], [332], [341], [345]–[350]
Communication testbeds
for smart grid
[322], [351], [352]
[299] explore the emerging evolved Multimedia Broadcast
and Multicast Services (eMBMS) mode of the 5G system
for designing an efficient wireless communication framework
between the aggregator and the energy customers to minimize
the energy cost for demand-response users. Meanwhile, an
energy-aware smart metering system based on small-cell net-
works is proposed in [316]. By exploiting the powerful SDN
and NFV techniques, the authors of [317] introduce a real-
time dynamic pricing model for EV charging and for building
energy management.
5) Wireless Charging: Plug-in charging for mobile devices
and for electric vehicles typically has a limited quality of ex-
perience. Hence substantial research efforts have been invested
in wireless or inductive charging solutions for the in-motion
charging of EVs [318]. The solution in [319] facilitate the
shortening of the charging time in 5G wireless rechargeable
sensor networks. As a further development, the authors of
[320] consider a Stackelberg game to manage the dynamically
fluctuating energy demand in multiple-receiver based wireless
charging systems.
D. Recent Research Contributions in the Smart Grids Domain
1) Network Slicing: The integration of SDN into the smart
grid is discussed in [321]. Several smart grid application
scenarios such as distributed power supplies, intelligent dis-
tributed feeder automation, information acquisition in low
voltage distribution systems and millisecond-resolution precise
load control may be supported by 5G network slicing [306],
which is expected to improve both the power supply reliability
and the users’ QoS, while reducing the operational costs
and enhancing the security. Furthermore, the Openflow-based
SDN, which allows us to dynamically configure the end-to-
end paths for the efficient transmission of electric power/data,
is studied in [322] with the objective of conceiving resilient
solutions for the network’s expansion and fault avoidance . A
number of SDN solutions designed for supporting self-healing
in the smart grids can be found in [323], [324]. Furthermore,
in [325] plug-in electric vehicle relying on the integrated smart
grid, while in [326] traffic management, and in [327] secure
communication were investigated.
2) IoT for Smart Grid: Smart meters allow the utilities to
collect, process and monitor power consumption of grid users
in real time [316], [335], [336], [338], [339]. In [339], the
authors propose to apply the emerging 5G mmWave technique
for communications between smart meters and the gateways.
The authors of [338] implement an Arduino-based4 smart
metering system utilizing the mobile network for commu-
nication in order to accurately estimate the average energy
usage. Furthermore, 5G-based IoT solutions are employed for
effectively sensing, transmitting and estimating the micro-grid
states [312]. Meanwhile, the authors of [334] discuss how
to apply narrow-band IoT solutions for smart grid commu-
nications. Furthermore, 5G-based IoT-solutions are adopted
in [337] for overcoming the high-accuracy voltage regulation
challenges in the context of renewable distributed energy
resources (DER) by transmitting the information collected by
DERs to a control center.
3) Mobile Edge Computing for Smart Grid: In [328], a 5G
system architecture exploiting MEC is involved for distributed
state estimation in smart grids. By exploiting the 5G URLLC
mode in a wide area monitoring system (WAMS)5, the root
mean square error (RMSE) of an estimated state degrades
by up to three orders of magnitude. In [329], [330], cloud
computing is combined with 5G V2G networks for supporting
balanced power management services while providing flexible
on-demand services for EVs. A framework exploiting fog
computing is conceived for electrical load forecasting in [331].
By considering the demand supply problem, the authors of
[332] investigate a microgrid-based MEC networks energy
supply plan with the objective of managing the uncertainty
associated with renewable energy generation, while the authors
of [333] study the effects of communication imperfections on
the performance of the cloud-based system.
4) Preventive Aerial Maintenance of Critical Infrastruc-
ture: In challenging environments, where the areas to be
surveyed is large and the number of checkpoints to is high,
swarms of drones/UAVs can be used as the most suitable so-
lution for automatic surveillance systems [353]. This technical
report shows that real-time video streaming from the drones
to the central controller can be readily realized by exploiting
network virtualization techniques relying on 5G, when the
latency of the radio access link is lower than 1 ms and the
transmission rate is up to 10 Gbps. The authors of [340] formu-
late a large-timescale energy-efficiency optimization problem
for the UAVs involved for power line inspection in a smart
grid. As a further advance, a deep learning aided vision-based
UAV is involved for automatically detecting common faults in
power line components in [341]. In [342], the UAV locations
are optimized for reliable power network damage assessment
under uncertain weather conditions.
5) V2G: Recently, the topic of V2G communications has
attracted tremendous researches attention in the context of pro-
viding cost-efficient EVs charging [303], [318], [329], [330],
[343], [344]. A scalable communication solution designed
4Arduino is defined as an open source electronic platform, based on flexible
and easy-to-use software and hardware. Homepage https://www.arduino.cc/
5 Wide area monitoring system (WAMS) aims to detect and counteract
power grid disturbances in real time [328].
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TABLE XIX: Summary of benefits for representative smart grid use cases supported by 5G technologies.
Topic Ref Use case Problem 5G Technologies,
Standards, Protocols
Contribution
Architecture,
require-
ments, and
challenges
[309] Self-healing Integration of smart grids
with 5G mobile networks
URLLC, mMTC, IEC
61850 GOOSE, MEC
Exploiting 5G to provide adequate architec-
tures for power system protection and control
device peer-to-peer communications.
[306] Smart grid’s
multi-slice
architecture
Slice design, deployment,
and enabling on the
smart grid
Network slicing Presenting four typical smart grid application
scenarios enaled by 5G network slicing
Monitoring
and control
[312] Power system
monitoring
Microgrid state
estimation
IoT Proposing awireless sensor network based
5G communication network to sense, trans-
mit and estimate the microgrid states
[328] Power system
monitoring
Distributed state
estimation
URLLC, mMTC, IoT,
MEC, SDN
Discussing the latency and reliability re-
quirements that distributed state estimation
imposes on 5G communication networks
[314] Secondary
load frequency
control (LFC)
The application of 5G
standards for the
IoT, type-2 fractional
order fuzzy PD/fuzzy PI
Providing an overall shipboard multi mi-
crogrid scheme over 5G network and study
the fuzzy controller under the non-negligible
time delay and packet loss due to communi-
cation process.
Resource
allocation
[299] Demand
response
Multicast scheduling
and radio resource
management for
minimizing the energy
cost for demand response
customers
5G HetNet, IoT,
Multimedia Broadcast
and Multicast Services
Providing dynamic programming-based and
greedy heuristics-based frameworks for effi-
cient planning of 5G small cells
[317] Demand
response
EVs charging and
discharging scheduling
and building energy
management in SG
Dynamic pricing, SDN,
NFC, cloud computing
Proposing a pricing modelbased on decen-
tralized cloud-SDN architecture to manage
the system energy
V2G [329] V2G services
and applications
Fog-based and cloud-
based hybrid computing
modeling
MEC Discussing in potential V2G services and ap-
plications enabled by 5G-based hydrid fog-
cloud computing
Data mining,
AI, and
machine
learning
[332] Demand
response
Minimize the energy
consumption of
microgrid-enabled MEC
networks
MEC, model-based DRL
(MDRL)
Providing a MDRL-based framework for al-
locating the energy generation through mi-
crogrid to MEC servers.
System
evaluation
and testbeds
for smart
grid
[351] Software defined
infrastructure
System simulation and
evaluation
SCADA edge-cloud Empirical comparison of fully virtualized
and hardware based Bare-Metal switching
for SDN-based 5G communication in critical
infrastructures
for information exchange between the power grid and EVs
Helsinki is studied in [303] with the objective of reducing the
charging time and increasing the number of EVs charged. In
[343], the cyber-security involves of plug-in electric vehicles
are investigated. Meanwhile, the authors of [344] discuss a dis-
tributed framework formulated for integrating communications
and a control scheme for supporting efficient energy transfer,
considering the dynamic activities of both the power grid and
of the EVs.
6) AI and Machine Learning for the Smart Grid: The
efficient management of the stochastic factors affecting the
smart grid by applying data mining, AI and machine learning
is studied in [304], [332], [341], [345]–[350]. Specifically, the
authors of [347] use a deep CNN for learning the characteris-
tics of consumers such as the associated daily load profiles by
leveraging the socio-demographic information of consumers
inferred from smart metering data. Meanwhile, large scale
event classification techniques using artificial neural networks
(ANNs) capable of distinguishing up to 310 classes were
developed in [349] to maintain the quality and reliability of
the distributed generation systems under various impairments
or operating conditions. In [350], deep learning is involved for
performing electrical load forecasting.
7) Communication Testbeds for the Smart Grid: Recently
developed testbeds have been discussed in [322], [351], [352].
In [322], an OpenFlow-based SDN allowed the operators to
dynamically control and monitor the entire network using the
software running on the operating system of the centralized
controller. In the Smart Grid Laboratory of Durham University
in the UK, a cognitive radio aided smart grid testbed [351] was
constructed to provide real-time emulation of realistic smart
grid systems, where the average round trip communication
latency is about 9.7ms. In [352], a prototype was built to
facilitate the gradual evolutionary development of LTE towards
5G in order to support mission-critical communication in the
smart grid.
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Fig. 15: Data processing architecture for smart grid system
[304].
E. Data-Driven Smart Grid
In the 5G-aided smart grid, smart meters are being deployed
at consumer premises to monitor their energy consumption
in real time, which is securely sent back to the utility over
5G networks. These smart meters can also receive signals
from the utility, conveying information on dynamic power
pricing and incentives for reducing load during peak periods
[354], [355]. The data collected from smart meters and smart
sensors are necessary for the near-real-time detection of critical
situations and for their mitigation at a low latency for ensuring
the grid stability. Constructing an efficient smart grid data
processing system can help predict the power supply and
demand equilibrium to take preemptive actions for curtailing
demand by notifying consumers [354].
1) Data Processing Architectures for Smart Grid: A four-
level big data computing architecture including the data
sources, data transmission, data storage, and data analysis is
proposed in [304] for the smart grid system which is shown
in Fig. 15.
• Data source: Smart grid data are generated by different
data sources including the distribution- and transmission-
related system data, phasor measurement based and ad-
vanced metering infrastructure data as well as distributed
power generation data [304], [356]. Phasor measurements
constitute one of the most critical measurements in the
power transmission and distribution systems, which com-
pare the phasor to a time reference. Another fundamental
subsystem of the smart grid is the advanced metering in-
frastructure (AMI) which integrates multiple technologies
(smart meters, communication networks, and information
management systems) for intelligent communications be-
tween the energy consumers and system operators [356].
• Data storage: Data storage is one of the most important
components in the smart grid which is indispensable
for supporting literally all services and functionalities.
The data gleaned from diverse sources must be stored
in a systematic manner for efficient contextual retrieval
[356]. Data storage can be assigned at the edge for real-
time analytics and real-time applications such as grid
failure detection and isolation as well as restoration, or
at the data center in the cloud for global analytics and
processing, such as deciding about the most appropriate
demand response [354], prediction of the amount of
energy generation and energy consumption, supporting
micro-grids, and customer billing.
• Data analysis: By exploiting both historical and real-time
data in the smart grid, system operators becoming capa-
ble of optimizing their operation, whilst predicting and
preventing potential problems in the system before they
occur [356]. For example, a demand response strategy
can utilize real-time data arriving from smart meters con-
cerning their near-instantaneous energy consumption to
dynamically adjust their load and pricing policies. More-
over, data is captured from diverse sources in the smart
grid and utilized for supporting different services and
applications, therefore, the specific data analysis methods
differ significantly. Accordingly, they can be categorized
based on their functional features, such as the associated
statistical analysis methods, data mining techniques, and
data visualization methods [354]. Several existing works
have considered data analytics in the smart grid. In [304],
Wang et at. discuss wireless communication aided big
data computing architectures conceived for smart grid
analytics. As further development considering the user’s
privacy, the authors of [345] discuss diverse defense
strategies designed for protecting the consumer’s energy
consumption patterns. Meanwhile, in [346], the available
data is analyzed for electricity price forecasting, where
Grey Correlation Analysis, Kernel functions and Principle
Component Analysis, and Support Vector Machines are
employed for feature-redundancy elimination, for dimen-
sionality reduction and for classification, respectively.
• Data transmission: With the benefit of recent innovation
in wireless communication technologies, leading to the
conception of 5G technologies, data in a smart grid
can be efficiently transmitted through the integrated 5G
infrastructure.
2) Data Security in the Smart Grid: Cybersecurity is a
crucial challenge in the smart grid. A survey of recent security
advances conceived for the smart grid, relying on a data
driven approach is presented in [356]. The authors report on
their comprehensive investigations dedicated to the security
vulnerabilities and solutions within the entire life-cycle of a
large volume of smart grid data including four stages: data
generation, data acquisition, data storage and data processing.
Sophisticated solutions regarding the data generation security,
data acquisition security, data storage security, data processing
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security, and data analytics security are discussed in [356].
F. Smart Grid Challenges
The major research challenges related to the smart grid are
described in the following.
1) Backward Compatibility and Evolution: The 5G system
lends itself to seamless integration into the existing (primarily
wire-bound) smart grid communication infrastructure.
2) Resilience, Real-time Control and Monitoring: The 5G
system shall be able to support continuous monitoring of the
current network state in real-time, to take prompt automated
actions in case of problems, and to perform efficient root-cause
analyses in order to avoid any undesired interruption of the
production processes, which would incur substantial financial
loss. More particularly, if a third-party network operator is
involved, accurate service-level agreement (SLA) monitoring
is needed for avoiding potential liability disputes in case
of SLA violations. Therefore, new approaches are required
for integrating 5G into the smart grid in order to fulfill the
requirements of high resilience, and real time monitoring.
3) High Grade of Security and Privacy: Due to the bidi-
rectional nature of communication in the smart grid, it is
crucial to develop a cybersecurity mechanism for preventing
cyber attacks from outside the power grid through the 5G
wireless network. For example, the authors of [357] propose
an intrusion detection system so that the smart grid becomes
capable of detecting price integrity and load alteration at-
tacks. In [358], an efficient and privacy-aware power injection
scheme suitable for advanced metering infrastructure and 5G
smart grid network slicing is proposed, which allows the utility
company to harness the total amount of collected power and
to prevent any attacker from reading any individual power
injection bid.
VII. SMART CITY
The trend is that cities are striving to become smart, to
become communities at the forefront of using data, sensors
and connected devices for improving the government services
and the residents quality of life through data analytics and
automation, which rely on connectivity. Smart cities promise
to deliver remarkable advances, such as traffic congestion
reduction with the aid of intelligent transportation system,
energy efficiency improvements by using smart street lighting
and charging, more effective health and safety inspections
with predictive analytics, and many more. Thanks to the 5G
technology’s innovations such as wireless sensor networks,
machine-to-machine (M2M) and V2X communications, all
the aforementioned advantages of a smart city can indeed be
realized [360].
A. Smart City Architecture and Enabling Technologies
1) Smart City Architecture: A smart city is a complex
ecosystem characterized by the intensive use of information
and communications technologies. In a smart city ecosystem,
the IoT will play a fundamental role, which relies on a large-
scale heterogeneous infrastructure [361]. These heterogeneous
TABLE XX: Taxonomy of enabling communication and net-
working technologies for smart cities [360], [361].
Emerging
technologies
Communication
technologies
Edge, cloud computing
SDN/NFV/Network slicing
AI and machine learning
Visible light communication (VLC)
Cognitive radio networks (CRN)
5G wireless technologies
Wi-Fi
SigFox, WiMAX
LTE, LTE-A
Bluetooth
ZigBee
6LoWPAN, LoRaWAN
802.11, 802.15.x, 802.16
infrastructures can be deployed at multiple layers in the
smart cities architecture. The authors of [359] propose a
hierarchical architecture for smart cities based on 5G com-
munications, which includes three main layers: the physical,
communication, and information layers. Data is collected from
the physical world by smart sensors and wearable devices.
The communication layer typically relies on heterogeneous
networks including a cellular network, small cells and Wi-Fi
networks, the data is sent to the processing unit forming part
of the information layer for analytics and decision feedback
to the control and operating components, as shown in Fig. 17.
2) Enabling Techniques in the Smart City: Table XX
presents the emerging technologies of the smart city [360],
[361]. Specifically, these emerging technologies include 5G,
software defined wireless networking (SDWN), network func-
tion virtualization (NFV), visible light communication (VLC),
and others. Modern communication enabling technologies for
the smart city include WLANs (WiFi), WiMAX, LTE, LTE-A,
Bluetooth, Zigbee, Z-Wave, and LoRaWAN. Finally, several
wireless standards such as IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15.x, and
IEEE 802.16 have been defined by the IEEE, which are
eminently suitable for the smart city.
B. Exemplifying Use Cases and Performance Requirements
The smart city use cases can be categorized according to
the 5GCity project [6] as follows:
• UC1-Unauthorized waste dumping prevention: Monitor
urban areas under the risk of environmental abuse, to
prevent unauthorized dumping of waste.
• UC2-Neutral host: A network virtualization platform
enabling flexible end-to-end network slicing concerning
both computing and radio resources for different third-
party network operators.
• UC3-Video acquisition and production: Acquire high-
quality videos via mobile applications at events and
stream them through the 5G network.
• UC4-UHD video distribution & immersive services: De-
velop an application relying on mixed reality, solutions
for user movement tracking and computer vision algo-
rithms to create an augmented tourist guide for both
indoors and outdoors.
• UC5: Cooperative, connected and automated mobility:
Use 5G, NFV and MEC for V2X/CCAM to significantly
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Fig. 16: Smart city ecosystem [359].
improve road safety, driving comfort and smarter coor-
dination among of connected autonomous cars, the road
infrastructure and cloud services. The MEC application
is envisioned to operate in street cabinets to implement
an always-on connection to the central cloud service.
Vehicles can then subscribe data alerts relevant for their
surrounding area (tuneable parameter). The cloud is also
capable of providing the proximity caching services for
the vehicles, which may in turn stream this cached data
immediately and publish any relevant data collected by
the car’s own intelligence system.
The requirements specified by the 5GCity project use cases
are summarized in Table XXI [6].
C. 5G Support for Smart Cities
5G will support smart city applications by fulfilling their
stringent requirements imposed by the various service types.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 17, the smart city typically re-
quires high-throughput and high-reliability connections among
sensors, network components, processing units, as well as
control and other components. Furthermore, the 5G mMTC
service types will support the ubiquitous connectivity of mil-
lions of IoT devices [362], such as smart sensors and wearable
devices. The main benefits of 5G for the smart city may be
summarized as follows:
• Citizens’ experience and security enhancement: Accord-
ing to [98], public safety and security are key factors of
the smart city which maybe substantially improved by 5G
technology. The priorities of public safety applications are
listed in Table XXII [98].
• Transportation system for smart cities: Advanced 5G
communication technology using UAVs/drones can be
deployed for improving transportation surveillance in
real time [363]. Moreover, the 5G cellular network can
be relied upon for data collection, which benefits the
transportation systems and intelligent parking systems in
smart cities [364]. The 5G-based V2X communications
can also be extended to vehicular social networks for
dealing with the problem caused by road accidents, traffic
congestions and other transportation issues in smart cities
[365].
• Big-data processing: A huge amount of data can be
collected by smart sensors and end-user devices. These
data can be processed locally or may be offloaded to
the mobile edge and cloud [366], [367] through 5G
networks in a reliable manner. The improved centralized
data processing helps executives to make evidence-based
decisions regarding the day-to-day operation of smart
cities.
• New network paradigm: In [368], the authors propose
the idea of merging all individual BSs into a large virtual
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Fig. 17: Architecture-oriented view on enabling technologies for smart cities [359]
TABLE XXI: 5GCity project use cases’ requirements [6].
Requirements UC1 UC2 UC3 UC4 UC5
Device Density (devices/km2) <1000 N/A 1000-10000 1000-10000 >= 10000 veh/km2
Mobility (km/h) 3-50 3-50 3-50 3-50 >50
Infrastructure (Macro & small cell) Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium
User Data rate <50 Mbps 0.1-1 Gbps 50-100 Mbps 0.1-1 Gbps 50-100 Mbps
Latency (ms) <=10 <=10 <=10 <=10 <=10
Resilience and continuity 95-99% >99% 95-99% 95-99% >99%
cell for supporting seamless operation of the network and
superior traffic load management, as well as for reducing
the frequency of handovers.
• Real-time monitoring: Mobile crowd sensing technology
relying on wearable devices and portable sensors can be
applied to monitor the air quality in smart cities [369].
The local air quality information may then be aggregated
in the cloud for intelligent traffic control on order to
reduce air-pollution. Another example is the use of IoT
devices to monitor the energy consumption in various
domains of the smart cities, thus enabling improved
energy management [370]. By relying on the mMTC
service type for supporting high-density IoT devices,
5G facilitates ubiquitous IoT-based monitoring of smart
cities.
D. Recent Research on the Smart City Concept
The smart city concept covers a wide range of research
topics which have attracted attention both from academia
and industry. Given the benefit of 5G systems that rely on
diverse technologies ranging from NFV, SDN, cloud and edge
computing to machine learning involved for improving the
systems flexibility, scalability and robustness, the application
of 5G techniques in the smart city domain have been richly
documented in the literature.
1) Cloud and Edge Computing for the Smart City: There
are numerous benefits in integrating cloud and edge computing
services into smart city applications [367], [371]–[373]. For
example, a use case of augmented reality relying on the
streaming of HD video for supporting tourism through MEC in
smart cities is studied in [367]. An anomaly detection solution
designed for smart city applications and focusing on low-
power edge computing is proposed in [371]. Similarly, an
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TABLE XXII: Key 5G use cases for the public safety sector.
Source: Ericsson survey [98]
Priority of public safety applications Percentage %
Border and area security 60
Priority and quality of aervice for public safety 59
Enhanced GPS for faster arrival at incidents 59
Incident area network 57
Vehicle-to-Vehicle communications 57
Drones for law enforcement/emergency service 54
Video surveillance/streaming from first responders 54
Device-to-device communication without human 53
High-risk environment diagnostics 50
Remote control of robots in bomb diffusing 49
Traffic light ”Green wave” for emergency vehicle
priority
47
Communication between agencies 47
Visor/helmet computer with augmented/virtual reality 46
Hazard sensors 44
TABLE XXIII: Summary of recent studies on smart city
domains
Research topics References
Cloud and Edge computing
for smart city
[367], [371]–[373]
IoT for smart city [361], [374]–[376]
D2D, M2M communication
for smart city
[377]–[380]
Cell-free and cell-cooperative
for smart city
[285], [368], [381]
SDN, NFV, and network slicing
for smart city
[382]–[394]
Machine learning for smart city [371], [389], [395]–[405]
Security and privacy
for smart city
[11], [14], [101], [359], [406],
[383], [398], [399], [402],
[371], [407]–[417]
anomaly detection scheme designed for air-quality monitoring
using a fog computing framework based on the ETSI NFV
management and orchestration architecture is investigated in
[372].
2) IoT for the Smart City: The smart city infrastructure
relies on a large-scale IoT system, including smartphones,
wearable devices, sensors and actuators to collect data and
to execute control tasks in smart city applications. Designing
IoT solution for the smart city is an attractive research topic
[361], [374]–[376]. Edge and cloud computing are eminently
suitable for smart city IoT services [376]. The authors of
[376] propose a fog-computing-based framework, which can
be readily applied for IoT smart city platforms supporting
anomaly detection in energy consumption for example. The
applications, architecture and challenges of the deployment of
the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) for a smart city is discussed
in [375]. The IoV architecture proposed for the smart city in
[375] consists of several layers, including the vehicle layer,
communication layer, servers and cloud layer, big data and
multimedia computation layer and application layer. Moreover,
a range of enabling technologies designed for IoT-based smart
cities are discussed in [361].
3) D2D, M2M Communication for the Smart City: Typical
smart city applications generally tend to require two different
communication types, namely wide area cellular communica-
tion supporting high data rates for conveying large amount
of data, and the transmission of short data packets between
devices and machines, especially between IoT devices [380].
In contrast to conventional cellular communication, the D2D
communications between IoT devices typically exchange small
data packets at high energy-efficiency and low data rates. To
fully exploit the benefits of both of these communication types
in smart city applications, numerous studies relying on 5G and
D2D links have been conducted in the literature [377]–[380].
In [377], the authors propose an energy-efficient resource
allocation scheme for D2D communication in the smart city,
while an energy-efficient multimedia content delivery scheme
relying on D2D communications is proposed in [378]. A 5G
SDN based D2D communication architecture is put forward
for public safety applications in the smart city by the authors
of [379]. By deploying both local and central controllers,
the proposed architecture aims for maintaining communication
links in even case of infrastructure damage due to a disaster
[379].
4) Cell-free and Cooperative Multi-cell Solutions for the
Smart City: Providing seamless and ubiquitous connectivity
is a fundamental requirement in the of a smart city. In a
future wireless network, especially in ultra-dense urban wire-
less access scenarios, the traditional cellular network cannot
provide a sufficiently high number of connections for millions
of mobile and IoT devices. In this scenario, the cell-free
concept is expected to lead to an efficient architecture of
supporting massive wireless connectivity, where numerous
wireless devices can be served simultaneously using multipoint
transmissions and multipoint user associations [418]. Utilizing
high-rate, low-delay backhaul links among different BSs/APs,
the overall network will appear as a cell-free distributed mas-
sive multiple-input multiple-output (massive MIMO) system
from the end-device point of view [418]. The cell-free wireless
network can be implemented under the umbrella of cloud
radio access networks (CRANs) or coordinated multipoint
transmission (CoMP) concept by using powerful centralized
processing units that manage the assignment of resources
to different terminal devices [368]. Moreover, the cell-free
architecture can be realized under the massive MIMO concept
which can achieve a significant performance gain over the
huge traditional small-cell architecture [419].
5) SDN, NFV, and Network Slicing for the Smart City:
In IoT based smart city deployments relying on a massive
number of IoT devices and a complex IoT infrastructure,
SDN and NFV are expected to provide an efficient solution in
managing the operation of IoT devices, such as their resource
allocation, data acquisition, processing and real-time decision
making. The authors of [394] propose the integration of the
SDN concept with IoT devices (SDN-IoT) in support of a
variety of big data applications in smart cities. An SDN based
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TABLE XXIV: Summary of benefits for representative smart city use cases supported by 5G technologies.
Topic Ref Use case Problem 5G Technologies,
Standards, Protocols
Contribution
Cloud Edge
computing
[367] HD video streaming
service, augmented
reality services
MEC architecture
design for video
streaming in smart
city
Mobile edge computing
testbed
Proposing a MEC based approach to enhance
users experience of video streaming in the
context of smart cities.
[373] Sensor telemetry,
Physical security of
Fog nodes in city of
Barcelona
Management
architecture of IoT
services for smart
city
IoT, NFV, cloud edge,
fog computing
Designing an architecture of NFV, 5G/MEC,
IoT, and fog applying to a project in the city
of Barcelona.
IoT based
smart city
[376] Anomaly detection
of energy con-
sumption, video
surveillance in
stadiums, smart city
magnifier
System architecture
design for IoT Smart
city
Cloud, edge, fog
computing
Proposing the FogFlow framework which
provides a standards-based programming
model for IoT services for smart cities that
run over cloud and edges
D2D, M2M [378] Transportation
video service,
Environmental
monitoring service
Design content
delivery system for
smart city
D2D Proposing an energy-efficient content deliv-
ery system via the D2D communications for
smart cities.
Cell-free
and cell-
cooperative
[368] High density smart
city
Design SDN-based
cell-less architecture
for smart city
SDN, wireless heteroge-
neous nework, massive
MIMO, mmWave
Proposing 5G converged cell-less communi-
cation networks to support mobile terminals
in smart cities considering the deployment of
5G ultra-dense wireless networks.
SDN, NFV,
and network
slicing
[390] City traffic
congestion
Mitigating the city
traffic network
congestion
Software-defined
vehicular networks
(SDVN), MEC
Proposing a novel SDVN architecture in the
smart city scenario, mitigating the traffic
congestion
[371] Air quality
monitoring in city
of Antwerp, Belgium
Air quality
monitoring
Cloud, edge, fog
computing, SDN, NFV,
LoRaWAN, SigFox,
IEEE 802.11ah, LTE-M
An anomaly detection solution for smart city
applications is presented, focusing on low-
power fog computing solutions and evaluated
within the scope of Antwerp City of Things
testbed.
Security for
smart city
[413] Sensor real-time
monitoring
Physical layer
security of wireless
sensor network
Multiple antenna wireless
mobile sensor networks.
Investigating the secrecy performance of the
wireless mobile sensor communication net-
works over 2-Nakagami fading channels.
architecture is proposed for deploying IoT applications for
smart cities in [382] in which the IoT traffic destined to
multiple parties is centrally managed via a common SDN-
based network infrastructure. Several SDN and NFV solu-
tions constructed for the smart city can be found in [382]–
[394]. Moreover, the problem of heterogeneous network traffic
encountered in smart transportation systems relying on IoV
applications can be efficiently handled by network slicing
[384]. In [384] the authors propose a smart slice schedul-
ing and road traffic management solution for vehicular fogs
for accommodating the erratically fluctuating network traffic
generated by vehicular applications.
6) Machine Learning for the Smart City: The authorities
have to make numerous high-risk decisions in order to manage
the operations of a smart city. Most of these decisions have to
be taken in a real-time manner, which are based on the huge
volume of data collected from millions of IoT devices. Thanks
to AI and machine learning technologies, decision-making
may be carried out in a data-driven manner to provide seamless
services for smart cities. Moreover, machine learning can be
involved at each end-device to improve their performance in
each specific situation. In the smart city architecture of Fig.
17, AI and machine learning can be implemented at each layer
in support of both local and global decision making [187].
Sophisticated machine learning solutions designed for wireless
sensor networks can be found in [371], [389], [395]–[405],
[416]. Support vector machine based learning mechanisms are
proposed for anomaly detection in smart cities, while a wire-
less sensor network was involved for air-pollution detection in
[397] and for security attack detection in [416].
7) Security Features for the Smart City: Successful smart
city deployments require efficient safety and security systems
as well as the careful consideration of privacy. The data
collected in a smart city is gleaned from various sources and
the sensor devices are vulnerable to cyber-attack. Therefore,
security and privacy issues of the smart city have attracted a
lot of attention in recent years. The data management, security
and privacy issues of a smart city as well as the associated
enabling technologies are discussed in [11], [14], [101], [359],
[406] and the references therein. Moreover, several security
aspects of the smart city relying on wireless sensor network
are studied in [371], [383], [398], [399], [402], [407]–[417].
E. The Data-driven Smart City
Again, a tremendous amount of data is generated every
day by the integrated IoT that can be exploited for improving
safety, sustainability, efficiency and level of intelligence in a
smart city.
A novel big data processing solution conceived for extract-
ing meaningful information from the sensor data collected
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Fig. 18: Data processing architecture for smart city ecosystem.
in a smart city is proposed in [420], which relies on the
data storage plane, data processing plane and data application
plane. As a further solution, a hierarchical distributed fog
computing architecture was designed for big data analysis
in [421]. This hierarchical architecture relies on a sensing
network layer, edge computing layer, intermediate computing
layer and cloud computing layer. It was created for city-wide
response and resource management in the case of a natural
disaster or a large-scale service interruption [421]. Similar
four-layer architectures are also discussed in [14] and [412].
We might surmise the general trend that a four-layer data
processing architecture including the data sources layer, data
storage layer, data analytics layer and application layer is
suitable for a smart city as shown in Fig. 18.
• Data sources: Data acquisition gleans information in a
smart city from multiple sources including smart sensing
devices, environmental sensors, wearable devices, smart
phones, smart vehicles, etc. which form part of the
ubiquitous wireless sensor networks (WSNs), mobile ad
hoc networks (MANETs), IoT networks, V2X networks,
etc. These data sources are rather heterogeneous in term
of their data volume, data format, data type, data quality
and data representation standard. Therefore, to efficiently
exploit these data, we need a suitable mechanism for
feeding data into the decision-making process supporting
the sophisticated applications and services of a smart
city. Moreover, the raw data collected from heterogeneous
devices is often contaminated, so it is important to have
a powerful data preprocessing mechanism.
• Data storage: The data collected can be stored in a
data center in the cloud or at the edge close to the
data sources where the data can be readily processed
in a near-real-time manner in support of applications
and services requiring a low-latency, such as traffic light
control for example. Moreover, the data stored in the
cloud can be conveniently used in support of large scale
and long-term applications. For example, data acquired
from environmental sensors can be stored in the cloud
and used for environmental monitoring applications.
• Data analytics: The data can then be analyzed to extract
useful information for supporting compelling applications
and services in a smart city. Data analytics can be
performed either in a near-real-time or in an offline
manner, depending on the specific requirements of the
applications. There are numerous techniques that can be
used for analyzing data in smart city applications. In this
context machine learning techniques constitute powerful
tools in big data analytics in the smart city [11], [421].
The authors of [11] review a number of machine learning
techniques in the context of data analytics as well as data
security in a smart city.
• Data application: The authorized personnel can then use
applications in this layer to manage and monitor the smart
city. These applications rely on the information extracted
from the data analytics layer and help the local author-
ity in making a global decision. There are numerous
applications in the smart city including both real-time
and non-real-time applications, such as smart lighting
management, smart traffic light management in support of
an intelligent transport system, environmental monitoring,
garbage collection and waste processing management.
F. Smart City Challenges
Although 5G can bring about substantial benefits for smart
cities, several major challenges have to be addressed for
improving inhabitants’ experiences.
1) Security and Privacy: Again, ubiquitous connectivity
provides numerous benefits both for a smart city’s citizens
and for the local authority such as improving the inhabitants’
quality of life with the aid of data acquisition. However, ubiq-
uitous connectivity in the smart city, which involves a variety
of components such as communication networks, connected
devices, applications and services remains prone to security
and privacy threats, which requires effective countermeasures.
A smart city has to collect data from extremely diverse sources
to operate, monitor, and manage its services. However, design-
ing an efficient data acquisition and data processing system
capable of securing its confidential user data to guarantee user
privacy is crucial, since given the ubiquitous connectivity of
5G it becomes vulnerable to unauthorized access, disclosure,
disruption, modification, inspection, and annihilation.
The security and privacy issues of for the smart city are
investigated in [11], [13], [14], [359], [406], [412]. In these
studies, the authors have discussed the challenges, enabling
technologies and solutions conceived for ensuring the security
and privacy of data in a smart city stored in support of
its applications and services. Moreover, the cybersecurity
level required by key sectors of smart cities including its
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government, critical infrastructure, healthcare, smart buildings
and transportation must be studied. Thus, designing novel
approaches that can guarantee the security and privacy of both
the individuals and of important service sectors of the smart
city will be of crucial importance in term of elevating the
smart city concept.
2) Data Acquisition and Data Processing: The data col-
lected throughout smart cities are extremely diverse and vo-
luminous. For example, data gleaned from the transportation
system and environmental monitoring are very different. More-
over, these data are generally in a raw format with much
useless information obfuscating the desired data. Therefore,
designing selective platforms for data acquisition and pro-
cessing is critical for achieving accurate centralized control,
operation management, and decision making. Further investi-
gations are required for designing efficient platforms capable
of processing the deluge of heterogeneous data generated by
a smart city.
VIII. OTHER INTELLIGENT 5G-AIDED SERVICES IN THE
VERTICAL DOMAINS
A. Smart Healthcare
Similar to the other aforementioned automation domains,
5G is capable of providing substantial benefits in term of
smart healthcare or smart living [422] by providing suitable
communication platforms. The following representative appli-
cations of smart healthcare can be facilitated with the aid of
5G technology.
• Wearable health monitoring devices: To support healthy
living, wearable clinical tracking devices known as the
Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) can be used for
monitoring and analyzing patients’ health in a real-time
manner. The collected data can then be processed at a
remote medical center and fed back to the patients com-
plemented by appropriate medical recommendations. The
communication among these entities has to be performed
at a high data-integrity based on 5G networks [423]–
[426].
• Secure remote consultations: Remote consultations, di-
agnosis and even surgery relying on 2D/3D scanning
of images, on live HD video streaming [427], and on
advanced VR capability, can be carried out with the aid
of tele-presence services at an extremely high data rate,
low latency, and high reliability using 5G connections
[50].
• Robot-assisted and fully robotic surgery: Surgical robots
are already widely adopted at the time of writing for
improving the precision of surgery and operation quality
[428]. With the aid of advanced 5G communications
surgical robots can be remotely controlled by skillful
doctors, thus eliminating geo-distance and regional limi-
tations [428], [429].
B. Smart Farming
Smart farming constitutes a revolution in the field of agri-
culture based on advanced communications, IoT and cloud
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Fig. 19: 6G vision [432].
computing [370]. Specifically, by harnessing IoT devices for
collecting, tracking, monitoring and analyzing information
such as soil moisture, weather and levels of fertilization, smart
farming, brings about a tremendous productivity improvement
in this vertical sector by streamlining operations, whilst sup-
porting sustainable development. This is accomplished with
the aid of the 5G technology, which conveys the collected
information through 5G wireless IoT networks [430], [431]
for real-time processing and decision making concerning the
land, crop, livestock, logistics, and machinery.
IX. VISIONS FOR 6G WIRELESS SYSTEMS
A. 6G Vision
Whilst the most sophisticated operating modes of the 5G
systems are still being developed and deployed, their base-
line modes are already operational. At the same time, the sixth
generation (6G) mobile system starts attracting attentions since
it is expected to overcome several challenges and limitation of
5G [432]. Specifically, the unprecedented proliferation of new
Internet of Everything (IoE) applications, such as eXtended re-
ality (XR) services offered for connected autonomous systems
including autonomous aerial vehicles (AAV) (UAV [433]–
[435]). None of the URLLC, eMBB, and mMTC 5G modes is
capable of satisfying these applications, which simultaneously
require high reliability, low latency and ultrahigh data rates,
both for the uplink and downlink [432].
The 6G system may be designed to support the afore-
mentioned applications by satisfying either to unprecedented
performance targets of microsecond latency and Terabit
throughputs [432], [433], [436]. These KPIs can be sup-
ported by new service classes, which may be expected to
evolve from the URLLC, eMBB, and mMTC modes. The
6G system of the future may also support Mobile Broadband
Reliable Low Latency Communication (MBRLLC), Massive
URLLC (mURLLC), Human-Centric Services (HCS), and
Multi-Purpose Communications, Computing, Control, Local-
ization, and Sensing (3CLS) and Energy Services (MPS)
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TABLE XXV: Requirements and features of 5G versus 6G [432], [433].
Requirements 5G 6G
Service types eMBB/mMTC/uRLLC MBRLLC/mURLLC/HCS/MPS
Individual data rate 1 Gbps 100 Gbps
Peak DL data rate 20 Gpbs >1 Tbps
Latency 5 ms <1 ms
Mobility 500 km/h up to 1000 km/h
Reliability up to 99.9999 % up to 99.99999 %
Frequency bands
- sub-6GHz
- mmWave for fixed access ≤ 28 GHz
- sub-6GHz
- mmWave for mobile access
- sub-THz band
- Non-RF, e.g, optical, VLC, laser...
Power consumption Not defined Ultra low
Processing delay ≤ 100 ns ≤ 10 ns
Network architecture
- Dense and ultra-dense of sub-6GHz
- ≤ 100-m mmWave cell
- Cell-free smart surfaces at mmWave frequency
- Drone-based hotspots and tethered balloons
- Satellite networks
- Tiny THz cells
Security and privacy High Very high
Network orientation User-centric Service-centric
Wireless power transfer / Wireless charging Not support Support (BS to devices power transfer)
Smart city components Separate Integrated
Autonomous V2X Partially Fully
[432]. Specifically, the MBRLLC service type is expected to
support stringent rate-reliability-latency requirements, energy
efficiency, and rate-reliability-latency in mobile environments.
The mURLLC service type supports ultra high reliability,
massive connectivity and extreme reliability. The HSC ser-
vice type supports demanding quality-of-physical-experience
(QoPE) specifications by capturing raw wireless metrics as
well as human and physical factors. The MPS service type
supports stable control, low computing latency, high localiza-
tion accuracy, as well as sensing and mapping accuracy [432].
Building upon the 5G vision, 6G techniques relying on AI
[432], [433], [437] are expected to support multiple vertical
domains in the smart society [438] of the near future, smart
city with its billion connected IoE devices [432], [433], smart
factory and Industry 4.0 [433], [439], telemedicine or smart
healthcare, connected autonomous systems [432] including
fully autonomous vehicles [433].
Several contributions have speculated on what 6G will be
like, including new use cases [433], [440], new service classes
and applications [432], the performance requirements [432],
[433], [436], and enabling technologies [432], [433], [438]. In
the following, we briefly introduce several enabling techniques
that might find their way into the 6G system which can be
potentially applied to CAV.
B. 6G Enabling Technologies
To support the new 6G services and to guarantee their
performance requirements, a range of promising solutions are
proposed in [432], [433].
1) AI Aided Holistic Systems Optimization: Recently, nu-
merous studies have involved AI for wireless communications,
ranging from physical layer designs to resource allocation
[432], [433], [437] (please see Section III-E for details).
Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that AI will play an
important role in the optimization of the 6G system designed
for example for fully autonomous (aerial) vehicles and for
autonomous robots in the smart factory and in surgery.
2) Terahertz (THz) Spectrum: To satisfy the explosive
growth of mobile data demands and bandwidth-hungry flaw-
less multimedia applications in 6G, the terahertz (THz) band
may be explored for short-range scenarios [432], [441]–[447],
where attocells having a small radius will have to be used
[432].
3) Visible Light Communication (VLC) - LiFi: Visible light
communication (VLC) uses light emitting diodes (LEDs) to
transmit data wirelessly [432], [433], [448], which is also
known as light-fidelity (LiFi) [449], [450]. These Li-Fi tech-
niques are capable of achieving a downlink rate in excess
of 3 Gbps from a single micro-LED [449], thus becoming
promising candidates to meet the data rate requirement of 6G,
especially when the LED-bandwidth is improved. VLC will
also be useful in V2V communications, and in scenarios in
which traditional RF communication is less efficient, such
as underwater communication, in-cabin communications of
airplanes, etc. [433].
4) Cell-Free Networks: Ubiquitous seamless connectiv-
ity/coverage can be obtained by cell-free techniques in which
multiple BSs form a cooperative group/region to serve a group
of mobile terminals. This technique can be implemented by
adopting an SDN controller to support multiple BSs, which co-
operatively serve a group of mobile users [368], or by using the
cell-free massive MIMO technique of [419], or by employing
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TABLE XXVI: 6G enabling technologies and research topics
Research topics References
AI integrated [432], [433], [437]
Terahertz (THz) spectrum [432], [441]–[447]
Visible light communication (VLC)
and LiFi
[432], [433], [449], [450]
Cell-free networks [418], [419]
Wireless power transfer
and energy harvesting
[432], [433]
Physical layer and waveform design [453]–[455]
Coexistence of RF and
Li-Fi communications
[432], [433]
the distributed coordinated multipoint transmission philosophy
relying on non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [418],
[451], [452]. The cell-free technique is capable of signifi-
cantly improving the network throughput in comparison to the
conventional cellular technique [419], hence it is a promising
solution for the 6G system.
5) Wireless Power Transfer and Energy Harvesting: Even
though numerous researchers have studied wireless power
transfer and energy harvesting, they are insufficiently nature
for 5G deployment. However, in a 6G network, the commu-
nication distance in attocells will be much shorter than in 5G.
Therefore, it becomes more realistic to rely on power transfer
from 6G BSs to connected devices [432], [433]. Moreover,
energy can also be harvested from ambient RF signals and
renewable sources for low-power applications.
C. 6G Research Directions and Challenges
While numerous studies have been dedicated to the physical
layer design of the 5G system (see Section III), physical layer
design for the 6G system is considered to be key challenge
[456]. For example, for THz transmission, new transceiver
architectures are required to overcome the excessive path-
loss at THz frequencies. Another challenge in the physical
design is the coexistence of heterogeneous THz, mmWave
and microwave cells [432]. Moreover, radical new waveform
design is required [453]–[455], which is the main component
of any air interface. The 6G system may also witness the co-
existence of RF and Li-Fi communication links [432], [433].
In order to perform critical tasks in fully autonomous vehicles
and robotic surgery relying on the 6G system, low-latency,
high-reliability, and low-complexity AI algorithms have to be
found by future [432], [433].
Apart from the above evolutionary ideas of improving the
the performance of the 5G systems in the quest for defining
a more powerful 6G system, in [457], [458] the vision of
integrating the conventional terrestrial cellular system with
both satellite systems as well as with ’mobile base-stations’
constituted by airplanes in the sky was proposed. Naturally,
this ambitious concept requires substantial further research
both in terms of the physical-layer enabling techniques as well
as in terms of networking solutions. Air-to-air communications
may rely either on mm-wave solutions, since there are substan-
tial unused spectral bands in this frequency range or on Free-
space-optical (FSO) solutions [459]. The satellite-to-satellite
links may also rely on FSO communications, which facilitates
high-bandwidth information exchange. The optimization of
this system poses substantial challenges, because instead of
simply minimizing a single metric of the system, such as the
BER, the delay, the power consumption or the complexity,
multi-component Pareto-optimization will gradually become
the norm, as predicted in [457].
1) VLC Systems: In the physical layer of VLC systems
conventionally asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-
OFDM) has been advocated OFDM for Optical Communica-
tions [460]. However, Layered asymmetrically clipped optical
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (LACO-OFDM)
[461] is capable of improving the spectral efficiency of ACO-
OFDM, where multiple orthogonal frequency domain layers
are sequentially superimposed to form LACO-OFDM, with
each superimposed layer filling the empty subcarriers left
by the previous layer. In [462] the closed-form bit error
ratio (BER) considering the effect of thermal noise, clipping
distortion, inter-layer interference and the bit rate difference
between layers is analysed. Given that the BER performance of
LACO-OFDM is closely related to its peak-to-average power
ratio (PAPR) distribution, the authors also provided the ana-
lytical expression of the PAPR. Furthermore, in [463], [464]
sophisticated near-capacity coding schemes were designed
for VLC systems. The associated networking aspects were
investigated in [465], [466]. As another sophisticated VLC so-
lution, Hierarchical Colour-Shift-Keying Aided Layered Video
Streaming was also conceived for the Visible Light Downlink
in [467]. As another powerful solution, near-capacity three-
stage concatenated coding was conceived in [468]. As an
attractive application of VLC, video streaming was proposed
in [469].
2) Index Modulation: In classic OFDM the widely known
transmission philosophy is that we transmit for example 1
bit/subcarrier using BPSK in a subblock of 4 subcarriers,
which hence results in a total of 4 bits/subblock. By contrast, in
index-modulation-aided OFDM we only activate for example
one of the four subcarriers and the resultant index of the
specific activation pattern allows us to transmit 2 extra bits,
yielding a total of 3 bits/subcarrier block. In order to match
the 4 bit/subblock throughput of the conventional OFDM, we
have to use 2 bit/subcarrier QPSK on the activated subcarrier.
Fortunately, we can indeed afford to use the extra power we
saved by only activating 1 out of 4 subcarriers. Although
index modulation has a 50-year history [470], as detailed in
this tutorial/survey paper, it has only gain popularity in recent
years. This is partly, because intially it was shown to have
a somewhat limited gain in [471] for low-order modulation
schemes, such as BPSK. However, given that only a fraction
of the OFDM subcarriers is activated in a subblock, we arrive
at sparsely populated subblocks, which hence lend themselves
to compressed sensing, as detailed in [472], which results in
very substantial performance benefits.
3) Spatial Modulation: The spatial modulation philosophy
is quite similar to the above-mentioned IM regime, but these
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principles are applied to the antennas, rather than to the
OFDM subcarriers. More explicitly, we can activate one out of
four MIMO elements and implicitly convey two extra bits by
detecting, which specific antennas were activated. However,
they exhibit an extra benefit over IM, because in the above
example we would only need a single RF chain, which is the
most expensive part of a transceiver [473]–[476].
4) Full-Duplex Transceivers: Conventional transceivers are
unable to transmit and receive simultaneously, because the
received signal typically has a much lower power than that of
the transmit signal. Since the high-power transmitter amplifier
does not have a perfectly linear amplifier characteristic, it
imposes non-linear distortion, which manifests itself in terms
of 3rd and 5th-order upper harmonics, which saturate the
receiver’s automatic gain control circuit. Nonetheless, based
on the radical recent advances in signal processing, a range
of analogue and digital self-interference techniques emerged,
which bring full-duplex communications within reach during
the 6G research cycle [477], [478].
X. CONCLUSION
In this survey, we have presented a research outlook con-
cerning the potential applications of 5G technologies in multi-
ple vertical domains from a communication perspective. Vari-
ous use cases of the smart factory, smart vehicles, smart grid,
and of the smart city are expected to benefit from the emerging
high-performance of 5G technologies. We have briefly touched
upon eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC 5G modes. Subsequently, we
have provided a detailed description on the associated enabling
technologies behind these 5G services types. We have then
surveyed the current state-of-the-art concerning these enabling
technologies. Next, we have discussed how 5G can support
multiple vertical domains including the smart factory, smart
vehicles, smart grid, and the smart city. We have also listed
some major challenges and identified possible future research
directions for each domain. Moreover, we have highlighted
several benefits 5G can offer for smart healthcare and smart
farming. Finally, we have briefly introduced our vision of the
6G wireless network, which can overcome limitations of the
5G system.
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